TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
JULY 8, 2002

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland Town Hall at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a) 6/17/02
b) 6/21/02
c) 6/24/02

III.

Manager's Report

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Legislation and Policy
02 - 71.
02 - 72.
02 - 73.
02 - 74.

02 - 75.

To hold public hearing to consider and act on liquor license application by
Winn Road, LLC, d/b/a 137 Main Street.
To consider and act on Swimming Pool License for Chebeague Recreation
Center.
To authorize Town Manager to execute lease with SAD 51 regarding athletic
fields at Twin Brook.
To set date for informational public meeting with State Senator Karl Turner
and State Representative Terrance McKenney regarding property tax issues
and possibilities for legislative reform or revision.
Town Council assignments for FY 2002-03.

V.

Correspondence

VI.

New Business

VII.

Adjourn to Workshop:
a) Policy re: Hunting on Town Forest property.

MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Jeffrey Porter, Chair
829-4129
Donna Damon
Mark Kuntz
829-6482
Harland Storey
Michael Savasuk
781-3061
William Stiles
Steve Moriarty
829-5095
Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com

846-5140
829-3939
829-6679

MINUTES

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
JUNE 17, 2002

I

Chairman Stephen Moriarty Called the Meeting to Order in the Council
Chambers at Cumberland Town Hall at 7:04 p.m.

II

Approval of Minutes
a) 4/22/02
Motion made by Councilor Kuntz to accept the minutes of 4/22/02, seconded by
Councilor Damon.
VOTE: 5-0-2 (Councilors Porter and Stiles abstained)
b) 5/13/02
Motion made by Councilor Kuntz to accept the minutes of 5/13/02, seconded by
Councilor Porter.
VOTE: 6-0-1 (Councilor Stiles abstained)

III.

Manager's Report
None.

IV

Public Discussion
None.

V.

Legislation and Policy
02 - 58.
To swear in newly-elected Town Council.
Town Clerk, Nadeen Daniels, administered the oath of office to Councilors Jeffrey
Porter and William Stiles.
02-59.
To elect Town Council Chairman and Vice Chairman.
Motion made by Councilor Kuntz to nominate Councilor Storey, seconded by
Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: IN FAVOR (3)
POSED--+4}-fMfofi~,:--P.ffl'tl:rr:i~==---s=~rirt---..
Motion made by Councilor Savasuk to nominate Councilor Porter, seconded by
Councilor Damon.
VOTE: IN FAVOR (4)

s
ABSTAINED (1) (Storey)

Motion made by Councilor Damon to nominate Councilor Moriarty as Vice Chair,
seconded by Councilor Savasuk.
VOTE: 6-0-1 (Councilor Moriarty abstained)
Chairman Porter requested Vice Chairman Moriarty to continue as Chair for the
remainder of the meeting.
Vice Chairman Morimiy suggested taking the Chebeague Island Long Range
workshop item out of order. He solicited objections from those present. None were
received.
VIII.

WORKSHOP - Chebeague Island Long Range Plan:

Long Range Plan Committee members Sam Ballard and Beth Howe shared in
presenting the Long Range Plan. Beth articulated that the committee did not intend to
focus on any individual item, but rather to receive feedback on the plan as a whole.
Ultimately, the committee hopes the plan will be adopted as pmi of the town's
Comprehensive Plan.
The Committee of 14 began its work in July of '99, gathering and analyzing
information culminating in a draft plan in June, 2000. The plan covered a wide range
of issues and identified the highest priorities. In October, 2000 the Plmming Board
reviewed the draft plan. During the 2001/2002 winter, the committee revisited the
plan taking into account the comments of the planning board and town staff. A
revised draft, differing only slightly from the original plan, was submitted to the
Town in February, 2002. Recommendations including education about septic
systems and oil tank replacement have been carried out. An Open Space Impact Fee
has been adopted and the Stone Wharf Committee has made much progress around
the issues related to the wharf and parking. Ms. Howe noted that transportation,
groundwater and affordable housing will remain important issues, understanding that
one or another issue may take center stage at any given time.
Questions from the council included the topics of junk cars, aquaculture leasing,
small-scale sawmills, setbacks, groundwater and wetlands.
Vice Chairman Moriarty queried the committee regarding their plan for
dissemination of the report. Ms. Howe requested the Town mail the plan to island
residents prior to holding an island Council meeting. Assistant Town Manager, Carla
Nixon, indicated she would determine the cost of such a mailing. The Council agreed
that the Planning Board review could occur on a "parallel course".
Motion made bi; Councilor Damon to refer the plan to the Planning Board with a
request for a July 9 11 public hearing; seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: 7-0 (UNANIMOUS)
The workshop ended at 8:15 p.m.

02-60.

To authorize the Town Manager to expend up to $2,000 from the
Land Acquisition Fund re: option to purchase property on
Chebeague Island, Map 106, Lot 14.

Councilor Damon explained reading an article in the island calendar two weeks
earlier listing 12 acres of land with 574 feet of waterfront at an asking price of $200,000.
The town assesses the same property at $418,000. She spoke with the owners and members
of the Cumberland Mainland Island Trust to determine it's potential for the community.
CMIT believes the property has potential for affordable housing, open space, scenic views,
working clam-flats and public access. Each of these items is identified in the Long Range
Plan. Preliminary research shows that a few foundations are interested in supporting the
purchase of this property and Councilor Damon referenced the successful history of
fundraising efi~ by the Island Community.
Riehm·
spoke on behalf of the CMIT stating their commitment of $1,000 in
earnest money 0~
a purchase and sale agreement. The Trust hopes to secure an
additional $100,000 through fundraising efforts. He indicated that CMIT is anxious to be
involved as a facilitator and steward of the remaining open land.
Betsy Gosselin, one of the 3 co-owners, indicated they have received 5 offers, some
much higher. Their preference is to sell to the town.
Several councilors expressed their support for the acquisition. Chairman Porter
suggested that this is "an opportunity we will not see again."

(b(r

Motion made by Councilor Damon to authorize the Town Manager to enter into a
purchase & sales agreement with the owners subject to an appraisal, soils testing, title search,
and right-of-way verification; seconded by Chairman Porter. The agreement will come back
to the council for final approval.
VOTE: 7-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02-61.

To set date for Planning Board Meeting on Chebeague Island
re: Paper Streets.

Motion by Councilor Kuntz to refer the paper street issue to the planning board for
their consideration, with a request that the board conduct a meeting on Chebeague Island;
seconded by Councilor Savasuk.
VOTE: 7-0 (UNANIMOUS)

VI.
Correspondence
*Councilor Damon - 4 th Float at Stone Wharf in need of regular maintenance.
*Vice Chairman Moriarty - received a letter from Mr. And Mrs. Darling complimenting all
town officials and staff for their public service.
Received a memo from Esther Clenott re: County Budget Advisory Committee.
Received a MOOT letter re: state funding for bike lanes along Route 88.
*Chairman Porter - Received an e-mail re: interest in town recycling.
*Asst. Town Manager - Carla Nixon noted a request for appointment of delegates to the
Greater Portland Council of Governments. The council will consider this item over the next
week.

VII. New Business
*Councilor Damon - Referred to the need to review island frontage setbacks. Carla Nixon
indicated that a review might have begun. She will determine the status of this issue and
report back to Councilor Damon.
Motion by Councilor Damon to refer the issue of island frontage setbacks to the
Planning Board, seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: 7-0 (UNANIMOUS)
*Councilor Storey-Felt the Memorial Day Parade was one of the best in years. Carla Nixon
will prepare a memo of thanks for the Chairman's signature.
*Councilor Kuntz - Questioned the status of ongoing concerns raised by cemetery
representatives. Carla Nixon responded that some tree removal was accomplished by public
works and other items are being dealt with as they arise. Vice Chairman Moriarty suggested
sending a note to Bob Storey requesting an update.
*Councilor Moriarty- Reviewed the calendar of meetings for the week. A meeting of the
Revaluation Advisory Committee will be held 6/18 on Chebeague; and on 6/19 in the
Council Chambers; a meeting with MDOT on 6/20 regarding improvements to Wharf Road
on Cousins Island and again on 6/27 on Chebeague; and a mediation session regarding the
Hope Island Secession request will be held Friday morning, 6/20 at Town Hall.
*Chairman Porter - Announced Planning Board meeting tomorrow evening at 6 pm.
*Councilor Stiles - Extended thanks to those who helped him win a seat on the council.
VIII

Adjourn to Workshop:

Paper Streets
Councilor Damon presented an overview of the Coastal Access Reports for the Waldo
Point and Nubble View Subdivisions. This project began in 1989 in an attempt to ascertain
the coastal access points on the island. In 1997, Councilor Damon prepared a report
identifying the various subdivisions. The recommendations in the repo1is discuss how these
streets could benefit the town. These reports are nearing their 5-year anniversary. Councilor
Damon expressed her concern that not all of these streets may be identified on the assessor's
maps, creating confusion regarding building and septic system location. Several councilors
indicated their interest in visiting the island to gain first-hand perspective of the physical
location of the paper streets.
Motion to adjourn made by Councilor Kuntz, seconded by Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: 7-0 (UNANIMOUS)
Time: 9:34 pm

-;::~o
J4adeen M. Daniels
Town Clerk

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
JUNE 21, 2002

CUMBERLAND TOWN HALL
EAST CONFERENCE ROOM
9:00 a.m.

Members present: Chairman Porter, Councilors Moriarty, Stiles, Storey, Damon and Savasuk.

I.

Call to order in the East Conference Room at Cumberland Town Hall at 9:00 a.m.
Council Chairman Jeffrey Poiter called the meeting to order at 9:18 a.m.
Councilor Moriarty presented a brief historical review of this issue. He concluded his
statements by noting that the Town is powerless to grant or deny the request. They are able
only to "process" it.

II.

()

Legislation and Policy
02 - 61a.

To conduct mediation in conjunction with Hope Island
secession request.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty to recess to mediation at 9:21 a.m., seconded by Councilor
Damon.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)
Motion by Councilor Damon to adjourn at 12:40 p.m., seconded by Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: 5-0 (UNANIMOUS) (Councilor Moriaity absent)

Respectfully submitted,

u

Nadeen M. Daniels
Town Clerk
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
JUNE 24, 2002
Present: Chairman Porter, Councilors Damon, Savasuk, Storey, Stiles, and Kuntz.
Absent: Councilor Moriarty.

I.

Chairman Porter called the meeting to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland
Town Hall at 7:02 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a) 6/10/02
Motion by Councilor Damon to approve the minutes as submitted; seconded by
Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: 5-0-1 (Councilor Stiles abstained)

III.

Manager's Report

Manager Benson indicated that he had furnished the councilors with a copy of the Supreme
Court decision of June 20, 2002 regarding the issue of the taking of the Blanchard property by
ME DOT. This decision will allow us to move ahead. The next meeting scheduled by MDOT
will be on Chebeague this Thursday evening.

IV.

Public Discussion

None.

V.

Legislation and Policy
02 - 62.

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Contract Zoning
Agreement between the Town and Peter Kennedy to amend the Southern
OC Zone on US Route 1 to permit a mix of residential and commercial
development, and a communication tower, on a 67.24 acre parcel.

Town Attorney Ken Cole explained that the town has statutory authority to establish contract
zones. The concept is to take something that would be permissible and locate it where it would
otherwise be impermissible because of a zoning oversight. Pursuant to the enabling statute, this
contract must come to the town council as if it were a zoning amendment, with the plans
included as part of the contract zone application. The Council's approval does not in any way
permit the project, but instead it sets forth the zoning to allow the project to move forward. If the
Council acts in the affirmative, the developer will then need to go before the Plaiming Board and
State DEP to seek the necessary permits.
The area on the Cumberland-Falmouth line is identified in the town's comprehensive plan as
an area both for commercial and residential development. This contract zone would provide for
42 single-family homes, 38 multiplex condominium units (both age-restricted to 55 years or
older), and up to 11 commercial lots. The town would also be given approximately 11 acres
upon which to build a senior housing project. This will render the project a significant senior
housing complex for the town.

Andy Fillmore, Town Plairner identified that this item has been before the Planning Board on
two separate occasions. It received a favorable recommendation in January, with minor changes
made between then and June. The Planning Board again reviewed the project on May 22 with a
favorable recommendation. He reiterated the earlier comments that any development covered by
the Contract Zone will still go through site plan and subdivision review with the Planning Board.
Steven Mohr, landscape architect, described his participation to include making certain the
project is consistent with the town's comprehensive plan and to support the language in the
contract document. During the past 3 months the project has been somewhat revised to create
improved site and road alignment. The 11 commercial lots will have shared driveways, and 11
acres will be gifted to the town. The open space grew in size from 11 to 13 acres. Open space
will be utilized for active and passive uses.
Councilor Conrn1ents:
Councilor Damon asked about the community building. Mr. Molu· explained there are two
buildings contemplated; a small area referred to as the "community lot" with an open pavilion
for seasonal use and another area adjacent to Route 1 is envisioned for a 4-5,000 square foot
community building that will support larger gatherings. Councilor Damon also queried whether
there is an "escape clause" with this project. Attorney Cole explained that there is not; the
contract zone runs with the land and is enforceable.
Chairman Porter questioned the difference between age-restricted and senior housing. Ken Cole
replied "it is slightly more than semantics." A private developer cannot restrict housing, unless it
is to restrict it to elderly housing. He noted that this project addresses many of the concerns being
raised in the community regarding the need for senior housing. Adding to the existing stock
creates a "significant dent" in that need. He also commented on meeting the combined goal of
creating senior housing and commercial development. Councilor Stiles asked about the
commercial lots shown in two areas on the plan. It was explained that the lots shown with dashed
markings might be considered for merging as one large commercial lot. Councilor Storey asked
about the tower and where it will be located. He does not feel this meets the definition of a
commercial development and questioned the tax benefits of a tower.
Public Comments:
Mr. Bob Couillard, of West Cumberland, questioned whether it is possible to place an ante1ma on
an existing tower. Phil Gleason, attorney for Peter Kennedy, stated that a tower is included in
the plan in order to "preserve the option of doing it in the future if it seems appropriate."
Consideration will be given to whether its placement will diminish their ability to market the
residential lots.
Motion made by Councilor Stiles to grant the contract zone agreement as described between
the Town and Peter Ke1rnedy relating to the Heritage Village Subdivision, seconded by
Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02-63.

To authorize up to $146,000 from undesignated surplus and award bid to
Storey Bros., Inc., in the amount of $891,609.50 for the Blanchard Road
Reconstruction Project.

Bill Shane, of Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers presented the item to the council,
indicating that the town received two bids. He, Town Manager Bob Benson, and Public Works
Director Adam Ogden reviewed the bids and recommend award of bid to Storey Bros., Inc.,
whose bid is priced at less than the engineer's estimate. The project is prepared to commence
July 8th, 2002. Discussions have been held with 30 abutting landowners, and all have granted
easements. Utility poles will be moved, "valleys" will be filled, and tops of hills shaved for a
better and safer road, increasing site and stopping distances at six existing curves. Improvement
plans include drainage, curbing and paved shoulders on both sides of the road. Storey Bros. will
begin construction at Main Street, working to the midpoint, halting the project during the
Cumberland Fair. The company will return in the fall to apply a base coat of pavement before
school begins. Construction will then cease during the school season, with the contractor
returning next spring (2003) to place the final coat.
Council comments:
Councilor Storey wished to excuse himself from voting on this item. Councilor Stiles questioned
the plans to reroute traffic. Mr. Shane indicated that traffic would not be rerouted. At least one
lane will remain open during construction. Two crews will work at the same time, utilizing
trained flaggers and appropriate signage. They will remain in contact with dispatch at all times.
Councilor Damon thanked the staff for putting such detailed forethought into the construction of
this project.
Motion by Councilor Kuntz to authorize up to $146,000 from undesignated surplus to award a
bid to Storey Bros., Inc. in the amount of $891,609.50 for the Blanchard Road Reconstruction
Project, seconded by Councilor Savasuk.
VOTE: 5-0-1 (Councilor Storey excused)

02 - 64.

To consider application for funding for byways on Route 88 under DOT
Transportation Enhancement Program.

Town Manager Benson noted that this application would constitute the second application
submitted to MDOT, and recommended endorsement of the application.
Public Works Director Adam Ogden stated that Route 88 has been designated as part of the
urbanized area, requiring regional review by PACTS.
Council Comments:
Chairman Porter stated "this application commits us to nothing". If awarded, the town council
will be asked to authorize the details at that time. He suggested working jointly with the towns
of Falmouth and Yarmouth. Councilor Kuntz commented on the town spending local monies on
a state highway.
Motion by Councilor Damon to file an application for Byways on Route 88 under DOT
Transporation Enhancement Program, seconded by Councilor Savasuk.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02-65.

To review Gorill-Palmer report on Route 100/Blackstrap Road/Skillins
Road intersection.

Town Manager Benson stated that a traffic study of this intersection was performed at the
request of the town council in an attempt to justify a traffic signal. A significant bit of analysis
was completed, however, the report suggests a signal is not justified. The report has been sent to
MOOT for review. He requested a sense from the Council regarding their support to work with
MOOT toward some of the report's alternative recommendations.
Adam Ogden, Public Works Director, indicated he has received strong indications that the
state is unwilling to approve the traffic signal. However, the report does suggest other certain
areas for improvement. They include improvements to the right-turn lane, signage, striping, stop
bars, and advance warning signs.
Council Comments:
Councilor Kuntz indicated there have been 13 accidents in the last 3 years. He hopes it will not
take a fatality before the true problems are realized. He urged the town to work with the state to
improve site lines. He mentioned that he had spoken with Rep. McKenney, a member of the
state's transportation committee, and suggested residents contact Rep. McKenney with their
concerns. Councilor Stiles stated that this report does not address the critical issue of "near
misses". Chairman Porter stated that the site lines are very good, but the traffic is moving too
quickly. These alternative improvements, coupled with more enforcement "will go a long way."
Councilor Damon questioned the possibility of lowering the speed limit by 10 mph. Adam
replied that the state is unwilling to lower the speed limit in that area.
Public Comments:
Mr. Couillard, West Cumberland, suggested all of Cumberland Gray Road be posted at 40
mph. Adam Ogden noted that he has requested a reduction in the speed limit on 3-4 occasions,
without success. However, he will discuss the speed limit as part of the report review with the
State.
Chairman Porter requested the Manager report back to the Council after the town and
State have reviewed the recommendations included in the report.

02 - 66.

To authorize Town Manager to execute drainage easement for the S~D 51
Middle School Project.

Town Manager Benson indicated the Council, Housing Authority and Planning Board have
each reviewed and approved the drainage route from the Middle School through the Housing
Authority and Meadow Way. MSAD 51 must obtain an easement in order to comply with the
Planning Board requirements.
11,. 1 D
Council Comments:
f-k,i,QL,flu,"-Yf\
Councilor Stiles reminded the Council that the P~d
gave unanimous support to this
easement route. Chairman Porter announced for the record that he had served on the Middle
School building committee.
Motion by Councilor Storey to authorize the Town Manager to execute drainage easement for
the SAD 51 Middle School Project, seconded by Councilor Damon.
VOTE: 5-0-1 (Councilor stiles abstained)

02 - 67.

To consider and act on applications for annual victualer's licenses.

Town Manager Benson referred to the Master List of licenses indicating that the Fire
Chief, Code Enforcement Officer and Town Clerk recommend approval of the renewal licenses,
with the condition that the 3 business noted are to correct any deficiencies prior to issuance of a
license.
Council Comments:
Councilor Storey asked to add the Methodist Church to tonight's list of licenses.
Councilor Storey moved to grant the licenses with the condition that we receive payment and
the Fire Chief, CEO, and Health Officer inspects them, and all qualifications are met, seconded
by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02 - 68.

To set 7/08/02 Public Hearing date to consider and act on application by
Winn Road LLC, d/b/a 137 Main Street, for a full liquor license.

Motion by Councilor Storey to set a date of July 8 for the public hearing of Winn Road LLC,
seconded by Councilor Damon.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02 - 69.

To set date for workshop re: hunting policy on town property.

Town Manager Benson recommended a workshop date of July 81'\ at the conclusion of the
regular meeting. Councilor Damon questioned whether the discussion would be specific to the
Town Forest or a more "universal" discussion. Mr. Benson commented that it would most likely
be specific to the Town Forest.
Motion by Councilor Kuntz to set a workshop date of July 8, 2002, seconded by Councilor
Storey.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

02 - 70.

To set date for workshop with Recycling Committee.

Town Manager Benson recommended a 6:30 pm workshop, prior to the regular meeting of
July 8, 2002.
Motion by councilor Kuntz to set the time and date of 6:30 p.m. on July 8, 2002, seconded by
Councilor Damon.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

VI.
Correspondence
Councilor Savasuk - Questioned funding an $84,000 reduction in the state subsidy to MSAD 51.
Councilor Damon - Received a phone call regarding issue of coastal access. Also received more
comments and concerns regarding the "inequities" of the revaluation process. Raised the
concept of filling empty trash containers with sand in order to create a stockpile of winter sand
on Chebeague. She referenced memo from Councilor Moriarty to State representatives.
Councilor Stiles - Has received comments during the past two weeks regarding the "charge" of
the Planning Board. It has been expressed that some members may "put too much personality
into their role".

Chairman Porter- Commented on the issue of the $84,000 reduction in school subsidy, asking to
receive clarification from the school department as to how the loss of funding will be addressed.
Indicated his support for meeting with the State representatives regarding property tax reform.
Has heard from representative ~rl Turner that he is available to meet July 15th . Referred to a
letter received this evening froM David and Karen Landa regarding the expansion plans for
Ledgeview Assisted Living. He described the expansion as "encouraging" and hoped that
councilors will attend the Open House if possible.
Town Manger - Bob Benson requested Councilor Damon look into the availability of the Island
th
Hall for the July 15 meeting with the state representatives.

VII. New Business
Councilor Storey - Thanked Councilors Stiles and Kuntz for supporting him in his bid for
Chairmanship. Also congratulated Councilors Savasuk, Damon and Moriarty for "sticking to
their minds", and commented that he has no hard feelings. He stated that he is "keeping his
options open" for future office, and offered Chairman Porter his "deepest support and good
luck". He pledged to "work together" over the next year.
Councilor Damon - Suggested renting a mobile speed machine for placement on Chebeague at
the store and church locations. She feels it would be a worthwhile effort to deter speeding
traffic. Chairman Porter suggested this topic be discussed at the next "regionalization" meeting.
VIII. Adjourn
Motion by Councilor Kuntz to adjourn at 8:40 p.m., seconded by Councilor Savasuk.
VOTE: 6-0 (UNANIMOUS)

Respectfully submitted,

1~~
Nadeen M. Daniels
Town Clerk

********

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Cumberland Town Council

FROM:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

RE:

Town Council Meeting of July 8, 2002

********

*************************************
Please refer to the Correspondence Section of your binder to find a
Memorandum from Chief Charron regarding a fundraising. He will
be available Monday evening to respond to your questions/concerns. I
would appreciate receiving your input during the Manager's Report
section of the agenda.
Also, there are several pages of correspondence from William Shane
regarding the two MOOT meetings held thus far regarding the
Wharf Road Project.

02-71

To hold a public hearing to consider and act on a full liquor license
application by Winn Road, LLC, d/b/a 137 Main Street.
The applicant has requested an upgrade in his license from a
Malt/Spiritous license to a full Liquor License. He has received
notification from the state that a hand-wash sink is needed prior to their
approval for a license expansion. Additionally, Code Enforcement
Officer, Barbara McPheters, has notified the applicant of her concern
over possible increased traffic and parking needs. She, therefore, has
recommended a site plan amendment request be filed with the Planning
Board prior to expansion of this license. Nadeen has communicated by
telephone and fax with Mr. Normandeau, the property owner, and
provided him with copies of both these memorandums. No further
communication has been received from the applicant at the time of the
writing of this memo. We will update the Council Monday evening, but
anticipate it may be necessary to table or withdraw this request at that
time.

02-72

To consider and act on Swimming Pool license for Cheabeague
Recreation Center.
Please refer to the report of the Health Officer, Eileen Wyman.
I recommend approval of this renewal license.

02-73

To authorize Town Manager to execute lease with SAD 51
regarding athletic fields at Twin Brook.
The school board has reviewed and approved the lease, and are
awaiting the Council's approval. This lease has been reviewed
a number of times with both attorneys. I am confident that the
concerns expressed to me by the Council in the past have been
addressed within the lease language. I am recommending you
authorize me to execute this lease.

02-74

To set date for informational public meeting with State Senator
Karl Turner and State Representative Terrance McKenney
regarding property tax issues and possibilities for legislative
reform or revision.
Council Moriarty has discussed holding this informational meeting
with both Karl Turner and Terrance McKenney. They will be
available to meet 7 p.m., July 15th, on Chebeague Island. I recommend
the council set this date. A subsequent date will be set for a similar
meeting to be held on the Mainland.

02-75

Town Council Assignments for FY 2002-03.
This item is self-explanatory. We have provided last year's assignments
for your review.

Town Council Meeting July 8, 2002

I AM HERE TONIGHT TO SEEK THE COUNCIL'S IMPUT REGARDING A
SOLICITATION BY EASTCOAST MARKETING ON BEHALF OF THE
CUMBERLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT. THE LAST SOLICITATION
OCCURRED 1999. THE SOLICITATION RESULTED IN APPROXIMATELY
$12,000 TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED BY

OFFICER DALBEC.
AN EXAMPLE OF PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES INCLUDE;
•

ST. PATRICK'S DAY HOCKEYTOURN~MENT

BET\VEEN GREELY,

PORTLAND, CAPE ELIZABETH, AND SCARBOROUGH.
•

PURCHASING FOOTBALL UNIFORMS FOR THE VARSITY FOOTBALL
TEAM

•

PURCHASING PRACTICE UNIFORMS FOR THE JR. VARSITY.

•

PA YING FOR TWO ICE TIMES SO THE WOMENS ICE HOCKEY TEAM

_.--

COULD COMPLETE THEIR SEASON.
•

FIELDTRIPSFORTHEARTSPROGRAMS

•

FOUR FIELD TRIPS TO BOSTON

•

PROVIDED LUNCH MONEY TO STUDENTS IN NEED

•

PROVIDED FUNDS FOR CLOTHING FOR STUDENTS IN NEED

•

PURCHASED A COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR A STUDENT,
AND

•

MANY OTHER ACTIVITIES.

PERSONS DONATING FUNDS TO THE SOLICITATION RECEIVE TICKETS
TO A GAME BET\VEEN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND RED SOX
ALUMNI. TICKETS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO ATTEND THE GAME BUT
SERVE AS EVIDENCE OF THE DONATION FORT AX PURPOSES.
DURING THE SOLICITATION PERIOD CONDUCTED IN 1999 SEVERAL
CALLS WERE RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT AND MEMBERS OF THE
TO\VN COUNCIL FROM RESIDENTS INQUIRING ABOUT THE
LEGITIMACY OF THE FUND RAISER. FOR THIS REASON I AM
REQUESTING THE COUNCIL EITHER APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE THE
USE OF A MARKETING COMPANY TO CONDUCT THE SOLICITATION.

LEGISLATION
AND
POLICY
I
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Date:

6/20/02

To:

PortlandPressHerald;ATT: Joan

From:

Nadeen Daniels,Town Clerk

*LEGAL AD*
Please run this Legal Ad on the following 3 consecutive dates:

Monday, July 1, Tuesday, July 2, and

Wednesday, July 3, 2002.

Purchase Order # 6055T
PLEASE CALL ME or EMAIL me at ndaniels@cumberlandmaine.com to confirm and quote price.

Thank you!! Any questions please contact me at 829-2205, ext. 300

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING
The Cumberland Town Council will hold a Public Hearing on Monday, July 8, 2002 at 7:00
p.m. to consider and act on a full liquor license application by Winn Road LLC, d/b/a 137
Main Street. The Public Hearing will be held in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland
Town Offices, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center.

Jeffrey Porter, Council Chairman
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ALL INVOICESIN DUPLICATE
TO 290 TUTTLEROAD
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·
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CONFIDENTIAL
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL
COVERPAGE

DATE:_-F-1-------TO:._~~-IU{,,t
__________

_

FAX#=-~-------------FROM:&11Af

I

.

N#~

~

CREATIVE LENDING SOLUTIONS, INC.
COMMENTS:

/,,{}.[4e

/~tUe_-~//,7)

~

,<¥q

t:t-z,-'<'t

~

~

- (,'lg"'

If you do not receive the number of pages (
) indicated or have a.problem receiving
this transmission, please call 207 772-1990 or fax 207 871-0680.
¼

This transmittal is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed, This transmittal may contain information that is privileg~d, confidential and
exempt from disclosure under applicablelaw. If the reader of this transmittal is not the.
intendedrecipient,you are herebynotifiedthat any dissemination,distributionor ·copying

of this communication is strictlyprohibited. If you receivedthis communicationin error,
please notify us immediatelyby telephone,and return the original message to us by mail
at 215 Commercial Street 2114Flr, Portland, ME 04101.

ThankYou.

rv✓.l'J~.
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Licensing & Inspection Unit· Liquor
Deparnnentof
164 State House Station.

Public
satetv

AUgu5ta, ME 04333-0161

http://www ..,tate.me.u.s/di;islllqr

l?ho11e: (207)624-87<13
FAX: (207)624-8979

The following licenses/permits
must be· obtained
prior to your permanent liquor license being issued:

ON PRBMlSE LICENSES

J1'),J

✓ Sellers Certificate - Bureau of Taxation 287-2336

_y' Health License - Department of Human Services 287·5671
~ Victualers License - City/Town where premise is located

l!./JiShellfish

License • Marine ~esources 624-6550
· · ·.
M.l/4· Dance License• State Fire Marshall 1sOffice 624-8739
✓._._· Federal I.D. Number• 1-800-937-8864(Julie) or Soc. Sec. Numbe:r
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ot.Jt:..-'

. Tel (207) 624-8745

·wARN'rNG

It is required by Jaw that you submit you..rapplication to local authorities for
· a.pproval by Munic11pal_Officers. If you a.re located in an uno:r-gan!zed ten-itory
you must submit yc,ur application to the Cou.nty Commissione:rs.
The Municipal Officers ox-the County Comnussioners
0.me to properly advertise and hold public hearings.

may need 6 to 8 weeks lead

ALL MUNICIPAL AND/OR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
~4.P.PROVALS EXPIR:E IN "6QDAYS"

AP.fLlCATIONS
{2) WEEKS

SHOULD BE lli TffiS Q;ffICE AT LEAST TWO
OF YOUR BU§IN:ESS.

PlRlOR TO THE OPENING

l!you have any furtheX' q,uestions, please ;feel free to contact

usat (207) 621-8745.
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Present lice.nse AT.J)ires_______

PfQmi,:I! by ,my person 1K.a1he or sh·!! can i>:<:pP.ditt
a
liquor license 1!,1ougr, ir/1uence tnou!d be corr.~l.'llefy
disreg3rded.
'l"o ._void po,sibre fi,-,aneial lois an appli~an:, or
prospe¢fr,e- appl!cem, should consult wl!n tha 1:-ure.iu
before m:il<ing &rt'/ substanlial ir,vestmMl in an establi3hmee'\ttt,:,,tnow is, or rnat be, a!lendetl by a liqu0r license.

_

Departn:i.snt o{ Public Safety
Burce.u of Liquor Enforceuient - L:.<".e:1sing
Dii:.
BUREAU USE Oi\ll..V
Liecr,se no.
assjgnad

.Cl~ss lieente

...

llllSlQl'lt-:1

Jt--.lDIC.o\.TE
TYPE OF l?l'UVILEG-E:

'tsl_1vIAit
~ SP.I:RI'.,I'UOUS'&:t
V1N~US

Deposit data
AM01,int

PLEASE INDlC.A.T.BTYPE OF LICENSE BY A CHECR MARK IN
dQpo~ited
. PROPER :130:XES.
.
~ RESTAURANT
. d HO'rEL .
.
0 CLUB-ON-PREMISE CATERING-. D G0LP CLUB·
0 REST.~_URA.NT/LOUNGE O HOTEI..,...-OPTIONALFOOD O INDOOR TENNIS CLUB
. I.J TA\!ERN
q CLASSALOUNGE
O CLUB
Q INDOOR ICE SK.A.TINGCLUB
O _GTH;E:R.·
PLEASE REFER TO-PAGE 3 FOR FEE SCHEDULE.
ALL QUESTIONS MUST :SE ANSWERED IN F'ULLAND $10.00 FU..:rNG_l"EE MUST-ACCOMPANY ALLA.PPLrCATibNS .

..

0

-

(dlb/s.)
2. BUSINESS N'Af.1'.E

(SolQ proprietor; eurpotatiou, \il')li·t~<l
1. .APPLIC.A-.N'T(S)
linbilitY company, ate.)

. ' . '.

I 31 ,A1 ~,Y? . .

(1>/BU-/37
. ~ .'~CATION (S'I'~~ET AD'DRESS~ i
~
..
JJ
l-LG
··
.
/t(~lr".
/ 37 · M MVJ S -.j?e· ·
(A)
City
f
.ADDRESS·
JVJ/)

,,

Ol'

To_wn .

~

/37 AAtAin S1Yeef

Mailing'Address
City or Town

..-~b--u-

•

i J
aM

. ·'J..I.5

..
State.

, .AA£
I

· Zip Qode
City

o tfo-;_I

TELEPHONE N"CJ1vlBE::R
· ·

w :.
.

U.te

.t(/4(_

.

-··

..

Ztp·Cod·e.

.

-/4 (_.

-~

· St~te

(i

•

+

.

\

•

-Zi-o Cod~
•

•

Ol(l~l-

f_

..

.'.Busi.ries;i.T~lj~frie NUmb~:r

...

. {?o7) ·g:;,q ~-3~35··
· ··(~·1
8 rf1/ - 3·53 s :
.
.
·Federal I.D. Nurober
..
. Sellel:''s ·Cer~ificate Nu~_ber
..
...
tJl-05" l/-5 t/5~ __
·:_.--··:-,.-·..--· ......--·-~~----r-•:,...:- .. · ----••:'.:..:..:~-- ·'; ···--......
--.--4~-~'

.

,_

i.

.1..•1

,3. -ffpremfoes i$ a hotel, indicate- numher ofroo.tlls ava.ilable fo:r:tl:.e.11.sirmt
guests:

4. State amount 0£gTOSS

ROOMS $ ___

from period of last

..,_.r:::::::__
___
~ FOOD

licensei/)
'
(.If,/(},O(}

s 29,

·

6. Is applicant a ·co1:po:ration, limited, li~bility company o,: 1imited p~rtner.shi._p? . YE~
If angwer is ''YES," con1:plete Supplementary Question:nairo.
•· , .
· <3.Do you pe:rmit d:i.ncing ox ent<1rtainment on the liceJU;ed premise;;?
.
.
,•
.
7. If n\anag~r ii; to he employ~d.

~ve

YES~

L

NO._.:.

NO~

riame: _;-·--------~------~----------

8. Irbusineu
is NEW oi: under nc:wown:!•tship, ~ndiea.te lltarting data: ----~---Reql.lested inspection date:
·
. B~sjnets hout~:..
·
9. Buf'jness rnco.rds .ar• located

10. blue

at.131

M;t:h S;

!l.pplicant(.ti citizens ofthe United St;;tu?

YES~

ll. Is/are s.pplicant(s) resident.I: of the Sca.te oL'M.s.ine?

YES

#

~/,.e.y

-~

NO __

_j_

NO_,__·

,

:

..

(A.,,

:LIQUOR s -~....
( '7_Q_{)_
.._o
__
o__

_

1

}I/

'10

~-k-e-ef

~l r .

p:/v:r
tk J AA

...

/ tUt /

f

.J1C

-:---.-.•~

B.
Na.me in full

Date of birth

Place of birth

Name in ful.1

.
Date ofbirth

Pl3.ce of birth

C.

8 &";flt/n,v« Dr,,w ~~ I: M [.

D.

Residence

·

i/?

13. Has/have

dclress

fo.t'all

fl~

~~ dd{

~L

applicant($J

or zua.nager ev\;.r bCilenconvicted

of any State of the Unitod States'!

Y.ES·__

tJ '{a Z,-f

.

jJ any violation of the law, othe.r than minor traffic violatbns,

NO-/-

Date of convic:tic,n

Nt'.l.me------------~-~---~--

Loc-.1Hion________________

Offanse ----------------~--'---Disposition

t)</()7/

of abov~ fo~ previous 5 yeo.rs. (Limit s.ns;wer to city and $.tQte.)

_

--------~----....:...-..;__.:..------------------~-------

14. Will any law -1m:for9'men t officia1 ben~fit fins.ncially" eitbe)· dh-e·:;1;ly
or ind!xectly in your license, if issued?

YES_

NO-i-

If ''YES," give narne
15. Has/have

formerly held a Maine liquor lice~e?-

applicant(s)

·

16. Does/do applicnnt(s) own the promise:~? YES

lS~ Do~8/,,ppli~nt(s)

.

YES

NO__

YES

-,L:._NO_

//.

f!?.77:

ffUII~

+- /~~ ~

. ..

'JI)

A.INl / 1 V)r1i?'k-4-

If "NO,u g1ve n-ame anif address uf owne>0 ___

have all the neced.sary petmits required by the State Departroent
Applied fot ______
_

_

of H\J.m,a.nServices?

19. 'What is the dist8.nce from the premises to the N:E:AREST ,·~hool, school dormitory, church., chapel or parish house,
meuur~d. !rom the rnain ent:ranca of the premis&s to the lJ).tl,inentf1Dce of the scllool, school dorinitory~h,
chapel or_pa.rish b.oustt by the ordins.ry course o.ffro.vel?
19, Wbic:nofth~ Olbovei.!>neatest? ~r:~

~ff

~/YI:

20. Have you :rec;11ivedany aui:·st.andefinancially o~ otherw~
·--·-~ yo\J.nelfin

tbe-eslablishment•o:f.•you.r·b1:1S·iness:JZJ.•YES-

· If"YES.," give details

l-oOM.. •{;nn

•!

···

··

,incluofog any mortgag~s) from any &ource oth~r t~n
•·

r/~

21. Has any othElr pe:-:-sonany interest directly or indirectly in

NG·;.;.:__ •···

CtytM{

)'OW'

bui;ineas? . YES

0~ef,

2-

A<-

NO-?-

If "YES," give dr.tails --~---·---------~--------------~--~

The Buree.u is hereby authoriz~d to obtain and examine all books, r~cords ancltax returr..s pertaining to the busine~s for
which this liquor lice:nse is requG~ted, and. also such books, record$ .i.nd r-,:turns eluting the yeal' in which any liquor .
license is in effect.

NOTE: "I understa.~\d that £alse statements ma.dt on this .form are punishaole by law. JCnowln~ly supplying
false in£ormation on this form is a Class D off~nsc under the Criminal Code, punishable by conunemc:nt of
up to one ye~r- or b1 mone~y
fine of up to-$2,000. or both."
·
Ds.ted at

--Ltl tU-r,,/(

L

Town or City, State

IS Jl:i_.
Do.te
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Depulmtl\! orP11blic S~r;ry
LlccnJin; & lr,sp;~lion • 1.lquor ·
l(j,t Su.to llo~·scs01ti0n AUJ:U$I~1\1£0./.33J.01G,1

'

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CORPORA TE APPLICANTS, LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANIES, AND LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
I. Exact Cqrporate

N:.'\me:

/,u/(JQ

l41"L
tfJ,

l lC-

__/[tlV~
/ ~
:'.Ire inc:orpor<\tecl:
/41~
"'

2. D:1te of lncorpo.r~tion:
3. Sfate in which you

4. Hnot .:i Mnine Corporatlon,
St3Ce of Maine: ________

elate corpor~tion w:u !lUthorizecl to tr:insRct
_

business within the

5. List the names and ~cJ<lress•?Sfor previous 5 years, birth' d~te:s, titles of officers, directors anti list
the% ofstockownecl;
~

•

NA.ME

j

• I

,v,, t;,r, q .A:,-,
N'tNM

ll..MA

t,(,A.,t

%OF

BIRTH

AI5DRESS PREVIOUS5 YEARS

DATE

r P.ll1ff'ltf;K/1_
D,, ~ 'rf,At

t,,

I/ fs/70

'-110 1"'i ti, ~~

TITLE

STOCK

I/

/7AA..

/VV~

r

r

/.,,,.,,

.,.- ...- '--"

.-

AA'i.,,,-

'

6, What is the amount

.

ofauthorlzecl

stock? _________

Outstanding

7. Is_:~?"_ll_ri
__
ncipal o~~~-~:r:_~t_the
corp~~~!~o.~_~_!:i.~v
enf':lf~e~~nt

Stock? ______

offi~!~!!.J~;J~tl:;.,.
_____

_

_

8. H:i.s applic:~nt(s) or man~ger ever been coM·ictecJof -,,,Y viofation of th~ l~w, oth~r than minor
traffic violaticms, of the United State$? Y!S ___
NO:...·_,__, __
_

L____

9. If YES, Please complete the following: Nnme: dj/~4
Date of Conviction

I~ /19'/tJ

Of(el'\$C

,(

f /(

vV /H J(,.M.££.lfA...

_.;;;..b_U..:....,.,{
______
~........,~-----~

----r.A"Di~position ______________

Loc:1tion
-r-t--____._ __

_, _

__.)A,c.,.._£______

SlGKA URE Of DULY AUTHORlZED OFFJCER

_

o~~ I S-7}:1 ~
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NOTICE-

SPECIALATTEN'l'!ON

ALL APPLICANTS FOR NEW OR RENEWALLIQUOR LICENSES Must CONTACTTHEIR :tv.11J1'llCI!'AL
OF~ICI.A.LS
OR THE COiJN'I'Y COMM1$SIONERS IN UNINCORPORATED PLACE$ FOR APPROVAL OF TREutAPPLlCATION
FOR LIQUOR LICENSES PRIO:R TO eUBM1TTING TH'EMTO nn.; BUREAU. TfflS APPROVAL EX.PIRES lN 60

DAYS.

.

A.Lt FEE:S lvfUSTACCOMPANYAPPLICATION AN!) BE M/illE PAYABLE 'I'O: TREASURER, STATE o~·:MA.1.1,m.
PAYMENTS . BY CHECK SUBJECT TO PENALTY PROVIDE:O BY SEC. 3 OF TI'l'LE 28A. MAlNE REVlSE])
STATUTES.
.
FE'.E SCHEDULE

~

Spir~tuous, Vinous a:n-dMalt"' ...............................................................................................
Spirituou~, Vinous and Malt,"' Optional Food (Hotels Or-Jy) ..............................................
~
Spirituous Only" ...........................................................................................................................
S 550.00
ClR!>Srrr
Vi-nous Only ................................ ·.:·····.... ,....... .,.......... ,. ·.········... · ..... : .................................................
$ 220.00
Ci.ass "fV
1'1alt LiqQO):'·Only-I,........................................................................................................................
Si 220.00
Class V
Spirituou$, Vinous and Malt'" (Clubs without Ca.t.ering, Bed & Brie.ld'.'.l.st:;)............................ S 495.00
Class X
Spu-it:UO\lS. Venous and Malt* Cl.a..,;;;
A Lounge ······...................................................................
, S2,200.00
Class·Xl
Spiri.~ou,. Vinoui. and.Mslt· Reat.?,tl;rant Lou..'1.ge............................. :...... '...... .".'.:'
..... ::... .'............ ~n:s·oo.oo
...Fili.OJ ~ee
~
·
a11.a.ppJicanons
··
·
·
i:o•
1·0..·oo
mu$t-·····e.cco·l!l}?aD:Y
....... : .......... .-...........................................
·................ ·....... ;.,
-·--··
-: ., ~··-- ....
-:-•-,•,-....-;-·.
.
'
. ......... :·· .. •:···· .~
Class I
Class I·A
'Class II

-

·--·-·-

E...-eryapplicant £or ri..n original or re~ewa.1 liq'1or licenee shall e.lso remit with his ·applicati.bn a filing ·fe·e~f$10.00, e~c~.pt
in u.norganfaed places the filing fee of .$10.00 s-hall be ~&.id to' th~ cov,nty tl:l;l~s\l.rerof tj)e 'county i.n. which the
unincorporated place is located, -:>.ndail suc;h applicants for license in unincorporated •.places shall be .accompaniec. by
. evidencG cf.payrnent .of fili.rigfee to the C01lJlty tre·asure:r.
,...
. •'
.
.
:
\,:
..

.CLASS
r LICENSE:

shall

fora

The .followi.-'ng'prB~ise-s
be eligible
Class I License - S.piritUO\U!,V-moll:Sand lvhlt
Bev-erages: Ai:r-lin~s; Civic ~4.udi.toriurn~; Chi.£s A Ees~uranh.;
.Clubs \Vith ·cs.t~ring priv-i.is,ges; D.in.ir.i, Cs.rs; Gol! Ok.bs;
Hotels; indoor Ica :5kating Ch.1-bs;Indoor 'tennis Clubs; Vesscla; Quc:1lified.Cater-~):'~.;0TB,

CLASS. I-A ~ICENSE: ..,The foUov.ci.ng
p.rer.uises shall be eligible for a Class I-.ALice.n~e-:--$pirifoou.s,Vin~1J.sand Ms.It
. Be-v.erag1M:Hoteh only that do no'Uerve three meals a day.

.

. .

.

, . .·

.

Th~

CLASS ll LXCE~S~:
foll~g pre~:.!Se:s
eha.llbe eligible !or a Cla~s II License ..:_Spirit;o~ O~ly"1.Airiines; .Civic
Auditoi-iums; Class A ltast.3:urants; Club'.,;'with cateHn~ privileges; Dining Cars; Golf Clubs; Hciteb; lndoodce Sko.tir.g
Clubs~ fodoor Tanni! Club.1;.:i.hdVessels..
·
· ·
·
. ·
.'
--·.. --,·--•---~-.
-._ ..•. -...--...•• , ___
,
.... • .. ,.,._.:..-"-·-·..~•.,..:.,,t,..·_~:.·._:_.._
..r,;--···•-~;...---::.,:._· • .-~J.:.:.;
CLASS UI LICENSE: Th~ follo•~ng premises shall be eligible for a ci~ss III Lict:!~qe;_ Vinous OrJ:i·:· Airlinl!s; Chic
:,,.··Auditoriums; Claas A RestaurM.ts;· Clubs with cat(:ring privileges: Di.ning C,1t·s1Go)£ Clubs; Hotels: Ind.oor Ice Skating
· · Clubs; fodool" T,;mni.s
Ch1bsi
:R~st;;i.urrmtt;
"lBsels; ?ool
H:;.U,;. .ahcl"B~tl
and ·Bti.e..kfaslii. ·
·
'
'
.
'
.
•,

CLASS IV LICENSE: The followi.:ngpremis~s shall be.eligible fo; a Cle.ss N Licent::a......Malt :Beverages Only: A.i:di..'ies:
Civic Auditoriums; C.lass A·Regts.urants; Club.,; with catering privilegc9; Dining .Cus; Golt Clubs; Bot.els; !ndoor Ice
Sb.ting Club;.; Indo,rr Tennis Clubs; Re.staur.1nts; Taverns; Pool"Hs.lls; .find :Sed and l3.reakfsits.
'

CLASS V LICENSE: 'I'he following pre.m.ise.1;-sbs.ll
Beverages: Clubi: without catering privileg~s.

b·eeli(rible · fot

·a Clai;s

.-.

''.

VLic~~sl! _:_Spirituous·.'

CL..<\SS X LICENSE: '.I'he foUc:,v.-ingpremi.ses sbtlll be- eligible. fo-1: ., Cb.ss X- License,Bi2veragos:: Class A J..ounge.

CL.ASS XI LICENSE: The following premises s.b.allbe elis-ible for s. Class XI LiceMe B·.averages: R'1l:f:9.tll'ant/L01.mgtt; and OTJ3.
·
DEPARTMENT OE Pt'BLIC SAFE-TY,BUREAU 0~ !.!QUO:?. ENFORCEI-.U;NTHOUSE STATI.ON,AUGUST.A, M.AlNE 0•it33;0l64. TEL. (207) 624.87•'15.

Vmo\ls and i'.falt

·

S~i.rieuous, Vinous and l\J.i.it
·
Spi:ritlJ.ou.s,Vinou11 and Malt
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STATE OFMAIN:E
Datfld

.$t _____________

_

en ________________

, Mii:-.e
, 20 __

city

The under~ignecl. being Municipal Officers
County Commis,;ioners

of-the

town

plnntation
unincorpoi-ated. phee

he:r~by certify that we h,we giv,m public notice on this ;1.pplicatio:r:.and held public. he2ring tli~reon as required by Secti~n
663 Ti.He 2SA, .Maine R~vised Statutes and hereby approve said appli.cation in acco:rct\nc.e with the provisions of Sections
654 and 1051, Title 2.SA, Maine Revised SbtuUc-s as a.mended.

THIS APPROVAL EXPIRES IN GO·DAYS
NOTICE
SPECIAL ATTENTio'N',
bur'!;l.iU review; appesl
1.' He3rlngs. Thee municipal offlcfJri or, in the case of 1.1nincorporated places, the -countycommissioners of'the ccru11tyin which. the
unincorporated place is locatao, shall holQ a public: hearing for the conslderatiO/'I of appliCQ\ions for new Ol'\•prerniselice(lse$ and applications for
transfer of leca1ion ot existing on-premise licenses. The municipal officers or county comm·issionersmay hold a public hearlng·for lhe consideration cif req4ests f<?I'ren.:wal of licenses, except that when an applicant ha, held a lic.inse ror 1he prior 5 ye:i.rs and a complain I hlas not bee11filed
against the applicant within thal time, the applicant may request a waiver oi the·nearing.
··
' A. The b~•reau sh.:allprepare and supply eppllcation .forms. /1993, c.730,:§ ·27 (amr.l).) .
,. •..
··
B .. The municipal offiCl!lrS or the·county ..~ornmissioners. as the case may b!'I, shall provide public notice of any.hearing held under \his
section by cav:iing a notice, at the applicant'~ prepaid expense, stating the name aM place ol hearilig, tCJ~ppear on. at !eas~ l
conseovtive days be fora \ho dale of Maring in a.dailynewtipaper having generai c:icv'lation iti the municipafity ,,.inare tne premi!les are
19~1!;=<'or one we.ek b1iiorc the date of the hearing In ~ w!lekly newsp~per having general circulation in the n,unicipality where the
premises. are localed. f 1995, c. ·140, § 4 (amd).J
·
.. '
·
·. ·
·
If the· mu11icipal·officers or th·e county commissioners, as the ce~e mav-be, •fail to taKe final acHon on. 3n appli:af1M for ~ new or:premise license, for lrar'lsfer of the location· or ary existing on•premi:;e license orfor {8ne"1f3.Iof an ·on-premise license within 60 day!! of
the filing of an application, the appllea.tion ls deemed approved and ready for action by the bureau. For purposes ol 1his pa.ra!:)raph, tM
.o;i\e of filino of the.application Is the date :tie application Is racc-ivaoby the mul'.licipal Offieers.ar coun1y commissioners. This psrag~~ph
applies to all applications pending belore municipal officers or county cornmissionefs as or the effective date of this paragraph as well
as-all applicaUons Jiled on or after the eH.,ctive date of tl')is paragraph. This paragraph applies to an exi~ting on-premise licens~ that
has been extended pending renewel. TI1e municipal officers or the- county commissioners :.h.i.11take final aciiOJ'lon an On·premls~
license- that has been extended pendirig renewal within 126.daya of \he filing of lhti application. (1999, c. 569, § 1· (artld).)
:2. Findi.ngc. In gra!"lt,ng or denying an application, lhe municipel offi.eer:\or the count'Ycommissioners shall indicate lhe reasons for tneir
decisior'I anc provide a copy to 1he applicant. A fic~nse may be denied on one or more of lhe toflowing grounds:
A. Conv,ction orthe, applicanl of any Cl.iu A, Qla~s a or Cl:3s~ C crime; ('19B7, c 45, Pt. A§ '- (new).)
· ·-- ·B. Nor,compllanc~ ,)f-the· licensed·premi,~s·or Its ase•with a-ny:)oeaf·zoni.ng ordinance oroth&r la:nd·us~ordil'\ance n-ol'directly-retatQd ro· ..
· liquor con\lol; {1987. c 4S, Pt. A§ 4-(i:iew).)
·
.
.·
·c. ~ondltions ot rec:ord such as waste disposal violations. he21llhor safely violations or repeated par~ing or traffic violalio(')s on or In the
vicinity or th<i licAnsed pr~rnls'es and caused by persons patroni.tin!') .or employed by lhe li~ahlled premi3\lS ~ ottis( such conditions
c::au.sed
oy pereons patronizing or employed by the licensed premiSill thin unreasonably disturti; Interfere with or affect the>ability of
persoM or busino:?ssesresiding or located in the viclnit-/ of the li9en~ed premises 10use their property In a reasonable manner; (1993,
o. ?SO, § 27 (amd).]
·
·
:
'
·
• ·
· .
0. Aapealed incidents.of record of breaches ol tf,e peace, disorderly conduct, vandalism or other violations of law on or in lne vici,iity of •
\he lic~nsed premises a.nocaused by persons pafronizil'\g or employe'i:j by the Hcensed premises; ('l 989. c. ·592, § 3 (atnd).]
·
E. A viol.itfon ot any provision of this 1'itle; and [1989, c. 592, § 3 (amd),]
F. A determination oy the municipal Officers or county commissioners th3t the pvrpO!)e of the ai:inlication is to circumvel'lt 1h~ provisiont of
section 601. [1989, c. 592. § 4 (new).)
[1993. c. 730, § 27 (amd).)
3. Appeal to bureau. Any applicant aggrievod by the decision of the municipal officers or courity commissioncars under !hi.. section may
appeal to the bureau within 1s days of \he receipt c,f the written decision of th~ municipal officers or county commissioners. The bure3u shall
hofd a pvt,lic he3ring in the city, town or unincorpor~tcd place where the premisGS afe situated. In acling 01'\such an appeal. the bureau m.iy
consider all ficensura requiraments and findings refen'Sd10 in svt>se~ion 2.
A. (1993, c.
§ 27 (rp).)
.
§ 653·. Hearings:

· c.'·

4;

no.

No license to perion who movod to obtain a license. (REPf.Al.EO)
(TEXT EFFECTIVE 3/15101) Appeal to DI.strict court. Any person or gov~rnmenlal entity aggrievQct by

5.
t1 t:>ureaudecision unde,r tl'l1S
section mi:ly i!ppeal cha decision 10 the District Court within 30 days of receipt ol ttis writu,n d~cision of th& bureau.
M applicant who files sn appeal or who h.ss ari appeal pending shall pay the annual lice/'ISSfee the ~ppficant would ot11e1wisepay.
Upon resolutior, of 1he ~ppeal, if an applicant's lic;nse ,eriewal is denied, the bureau shall refund the' appfic.,n11hEJ prorated amount of the
unused llc~nsa fea.
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FORM
ON-PREMISE DIAGRAM
In an effort to clearly define your licensed premise and the areas that consumption and
storage of liquor is allowed, The Bureau of Liquor Enforcementis requiring all applicants to
submit a di..ag:ramof the premise to be licensed in addition to a completed license application.
Diagrams should be submitted ·on this fonn and should be as accurate as possible. Be sure to
label ¢.e atcas of your di3gran1 including entrances, office area, kitchen, storagt ~eas, dining
rooms, ·lounges, function rooms,decks and all nrea.·sthat you 3re requesting approval from the

B-urea·u
for liquor consumption.

ooo
0
0

13 0
a. 0
(

"
0

0
. .,..-" ...............
--

~~kf

.s,.,(
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0
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0

o

Ol'flCl:S LOCATED AT, lll? WATP.Jl.STIUUT OARDIN£Jt, MArl,ffi OJ34S
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Creative Lending
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From:
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Pages:

Phone:

Date :

cc:
□ Urgent
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COMMERCIAL LINES POLICY
LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
DECLARATIONS
POLICY NUMBER: PAC6219640
1.

NAMED INSURED AND MAI UNG ADDRESS: ·

137 MAIN
137 MAIN STREET

2.

3.

LIMITS OF INSURANCE

A_ggregate
Limit

~00,000

Each Common CauseLlml1

$300,000

DESCRIPTIONAND LOCATIONS of all llcensed premisesyou Own, Rent,or Occupy
SAME

4.

DESCRIPTIONOF
HAZARDS

LIQUOR

CODE r/1
INCL

PREM.
BASIS
INCL

5.

Pollcy'may be Al,JDITABLE

6.

SPECIFIC LIQUORLIABILITYFORMS/ENDORSEMENTS
ASP~ PEN/Uq (04/99) SCHEDULEATTACHED

RATES

ADVANCEPBEMIUM

I•

FLAT

495

This page alone does not provide coverage and must be attached to a Commerclal Lines Common Polley Declaratlon9
Page, Common Polley Conditions, Coverage Part Coverage Fonn(s) and any other applicable form& and
endorsements.

58000(11 /97)

INSURED
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LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
Various provisions In this policy restrict coverage. Read
the entire policy carefully to determine rights, duties and
what is and Is not covered.
Throughout this pollcy the words "you''and "your" referto
the Named Insured shown In the Declarations, and any
other person or organization qualifying as a Named Insured under this policy. The words "we/ "us• and "our"
refer to the Company providing this Insurance.
The word ''Insured" means any person or organization
qualifying as such under WHO
IS AN INSURED(Section
II).
Other words and phrases that appear In quotation marks
have special meaning. Referto DEFINmONS (SectionV).
SECTIONI - LIQUOR L1Al31LITY
COVERAGE
1. Insuring Agreement
a. We wUIpay those sums that the Insured becomes
legally obligated to pay as damages because of
"Injury" to which this insurance appli~ If liability
for such "Injury" is imposed on the Insured by
reason of the selling, serving or furn~hing of any
alcoholic beverage. We will have the right and
duty to defend the Insured against any •suit"
seeking those damages. However, we wlll have
no duty to defend the Insured against any "suit"
seeking damages for "Injury" to whl~h this insur. ance does not apply. We may, at ·our discretion,
Investigate any "Injury" and settle any claim or
"suit"that may result. But:
·
(1) The amount we will pay for damages Is limit-:
ed as described in LIMITS OF INSURANCE
(SECTIONIll); and
(2) Our right and duty to defend end when we
have used up the applicable llmlt of Insurance
In the payment of Judgmentsor settlements.
,No other obligation or liabHity to pay sums or
perform acts or services Is covered unless expllcitly provided for under SUPPLEMENTARYPAYMENTS.
b. This Insurance applies to "Injury" which occurs
during the policy period. In the "coverage territory.•
2. Exclusions.
This Insurancedoes not apply to:
a. Expectedor IntendedlnJury
"Injury" expected or Intendedfrom the standpoint
of the Insured. This exclusion does not apply to
"bodily injury" resulting from the use of reasonable force protect persons or property.
b. Workers'Compensationand SlmllarLaws
Any obligation of the Insured under a workers'
compensation, disability benefits or unemployment compensation law or any similar law.

to

c. Employer's Llablllty
"Bodily Injury"to:
(1) An •employee" of the insured arising out of
and in the course of:
(a) Employmentby the Insured; or
(b) Performing dutles related to the conduct
of the lnsured's business;or
(2) The spouse, chDd,parent, brother or sister of
that "employee• as a consequence of paragraph {1) above.
This exclusion applies:
{1)·Whether the insured may be liable as an employer or In any other capacity; and
(2) To any obligation to share damages with or
repay someone else who must pay damages
becauseof the "Injury."
d. Uquor License Not In Effect
"Injury" arising out of any alcohollc beverage

sold, served or furnished while any required license Is suspended or after such license expires,
is cancelledor revoked.
e. Your Product

"Injury" arising oUt of "your product.• This exclusion does not apply to "Injury" for which the Insured or the fnsured's lndemnitees may be held
llable by reason of:
(1) Causing or contributing to the Intoxicationof
•·
any person;
·
(2) The furnishing of alcoholic beverages to a
person under the legaldrinking age or under
the Influenceof alcohol; or
(S) Any statute, ordinance or regulation relatlng
to the sale, gift, distribution ot use of alcoholic beverages.
f. OtherInsurance
Any "Injury"with respectto which other Insurance
Is afforded, or would be afforded but for the exhaustion of the limitsof Insurance.
This exclusion does not apply If the other Insurance responds to llablllty for "injury" Imposedon
the Insured by reason of the selllng, serving or
furnishing of any alcoholic beverage.

SUPPLEMENTARY
PAYMENTS

We will pay, with respect to any claim we Investigateor
settle, or any "suit"against an Insured we defend:
1. All expenseswe incur.
2. The cost of bonds to releaseattachments, but only for
bond amounts withinthe appllcable·11mit
of Insurance.
We do not haveto furnish these bonds.
3. All reasonable expenses Incurred by the insured at
our requestto assist us In the Investigationor defense
of the claim or •suit,· Including actual loss of earnings
up to $250 a day becauseof time off from work.
4. All coststaxed againstthe Insured in the ·suit·
5. PreJudgmentInterestawarded against the Insuredon
that part of the judgment we pay. If we make an offer
to pay the applicable llmit of Insurance, we will not
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pay any prejudgment Interest based on that period of
time afterthe offer.
6. All Interest on the full amount of any Judgmentthat
accrues after entry of the Judgment and before we
have paid, offered to pay, or depositedin court the
part of the judgment that Is within the applicable llmft
of Insurance.
7. Expenses incurred by the Insured for first aid administeredto others at the time of an event to which
this Insuranceapplies.
Thesepaymentswm not reduce the limits of Insurance.
SECTIONII -WHO IS AN INSURED
1. If you are designated In the Declarationsas:
a. An Individual,you and your spouse are Insureds.
b. A partnership or joint venture, you are an Insured.
Your members, your partners and their spouses
are also Insureds, but only with respect to the
conduct of your business.
c. A limited llablllty company, you are an Insured.
Your members are also insureds, but only with
respect to the conduct of your business. Your
managers are Insureds, but only with respect to
their duties as your managers.
d. An organliatlon other than a partnership, joint
venture or limited liability company, you are an
Insured. Your "executive officers· and directors
are insureds, but only with respect to their duties
as your officers or directors. Your stockholders
are also Insureds, but only with respect to their
llabllltyas stockholders.
2. Each of the following Is also an Insured:
a. Your "employees,"other than either your ·executive officers• (if you are an organizationother than
a partnership. Joint venture or limited llablllty
company) or your managers(if you are a limited
llablllty company), but only for acts within the
scope of their employment by you or while performing duties related to the conduct of your
business. However,none of these "employees"Is
an insured for:
(1) "Injury":
(a) To you. to your partners or members (if
you are a partnershipor joint venture),to
your members (lf you are a limited liablllty company), or to a co-"employee•
whne that co-•employee" is either In the
course of his or her employment or performing duties related to the conduct of
your business;
(b) lo the spouse, child, parent, brother or
sister of that co-·employee· as a consequence of paragraph (1)(a) above; or
(c) F_orwhich there Is any obligationto share
damages with or repay someone else
who must pay damages because of the
injury described in paragraphs (1)(a) or
(b) above.
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(2) "Propertydamage"to property:·
(a) Owned or occupied by, or
(b) Rentedor loaned
to that "employee,• any of your other •employees,• by any of your partners or mem•
bers (if. you are a partnership or Joint venture), or
'
by any of your members (if you are a limited
liability compahy).
b. Any person or organizationhavingproper temporary custody of your property If you die. but only:
(1) With respect to llab~lty arising out of the
maintenanceor use of that property; and
(2) Until your legal representaWehas · beenappointed.
o. Your legal representativeIf you die, but only with
respectto duties as such. That representativewll
have all your rights and duties under this Coverage Part
3. Any organization you newly. acquire or form, other
than a partnership, joint venture or llmlted liability
company,and over which you maintainownershipor
majority interest, will qualify as e Named-Insured if
there Is no other similar Insurance available to that
organization.However:
a. Coverage under this provision is afforded only
until the 90th day after you acquire or form the
organization or the end of the policy period,
whicheverIs earlier;and
b. Coverage does not apply to "Injury"that occurred
before yau acquired or formed the organization.
No persori or organization Is an Insuredwith respect
to the conduct of any current or past partnership,
Joint venture or limlted llablllty company 1hat Is not
shownas a Named Insuredin the Declarations.
SECTIONIll - LIMITS OF INSURANCE
1. The Limits of Insurance shown in the Declarations
and the rules below fDcthe most we wm pay regardless of the number of:
a. Insureds;
b. Oalms made or "suits"brought; or
c. Parsonsor organization~makingclaims or bringIng"suits."
2. The Aggregate Limit Is the most we will pay for all
"injury"as the result of the selling, serving or furnishIng of alcoholic beverages.
3. Subject to the Aggregate Limit, the Each Common
Cause Limit Is the most wtJ wlll pay for "Injury"sustained by one or more persons or organizationsas
the result of the selling, serving or furnishing of any
alcoholic beverageto any one person.
The Limits of Insurance of this CoveragePart apply sepa·
rately to each consecutive annual period and to any
remainingperiod of less than 12 months, starting with the
beginning of the policy period shown In the Declarations,
unlessthe policy period is extended after issuancefor an
additionalperiod of less than 12 months. In that case,the
additionalperiod will be deemed part of the last preceding
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period' for 'PUrf>oses
·'of determining the Limits of Insurance.
SECTION IV - LIQUOR LIABILITYCONDITIONS
1, Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy or insolvency of the Insured or of the
insured's estate will not relieveus of our obligations
underthis CoveragePart.
2. Duties In The Event Of Injury, CleIm Or Suit.
a. You must see to it that we are notifiedas soon as
practicable of an "Injury'' which may result in a
dalm. To the extent possible, notice should include:
(1) How, when and where the •irijury"took place;
(2) Toe names and addressesof any Injured persons and Witnesses;and
(3) The nature and location of any "Injury' arising
out of an occurrence.
b. If a claim Is made·or -suit" is brought againstany
insured,you must:
(1) Immediatelyrecord the specifics of the claim
or "suit"and the date received;and
(2) Notify us as soon as practicable.
You must-seeto it that we receivewritten notice
of the claim or "suit"as soon as practicable.
c. You and any other involved Insuredmust:
(1) Immediatelysend us copies of any demands,
notices, summonsesor legal papersreceived
In connectionwith the claim or "suit";
(2) Authorize us to obtain records and other information;
(3) Cooperate with us In the Investigationor settlement of the claim or defense againstthe
•suit";and
(4) Assist1Js, upon our request, in the enforce- ·
ment of any right against any person or organizationwhich may be liable to the Insured
because of Injuryto which this insurancemay
also apply.
d. No Insured wlll, except at that insured's own
cost, voluntarily make a payment, assume any
obligation or Incur any expense, other than for
first aid, without our consent.
3. Legal Action Against Us.
No person or organization has a right under this
CoveragePart:
·
a. To join us as a party or otherwise bring us into a
~suit"askingfor damagesfrom an Insured;or
b. To sue us on this Coverage Part unless all of Its
terms havebeen fully complied with.
A personor organizationmay sue us to recoveron an
agreed senlement or on a final judgment againstan
insured obtained after a~ actual trlal: but we wmnot
be liable for damages that are not pqyableunder the
terms of this Coverage Part or that are In excess of
the applicable llmlt of 1 insurance. An agreed settlement means a settlementand releaseof liability slgngd by us, ttie lnsur(ld and the elalmant or the claim-
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ant's legal representative.
4. Other Insurance.
If other valld and collectlble InsuranceIs availableto
the Insuredfor a loss we cover under this Coverage
Part,our obllgatlonsare llmlted as follows:
a. Primary Insurance

This insurancels primary. Our obligationsare not
affected unlessany of the other insuranceis also
primary. Then. we will share wtth all that other
Insuranceby the method describedIn b. below.
b. Methodof Sharing
If all of the other insurance permitscontribution
by equal shares,we will follow this method also.
Under this approach each insurer contributes
equalamounts until It has paid Itsapplicablelimit
of insuranceor none of the loss remains,whichevercomes first.
If any of the other insurance does not permit
contribution by equal shares, we will contribute
by limits. Underthis method, each Insurer'sshare
Is based on the ratio of Its applicable limit of
Insuranceto the total applicable llmits of Insurance of all Insurers.
5. PremiumAudit.
a. We wlll compute all premiums for this Coverage
Part In accordancewith our rulesand rates.
b. Premiumshown in this CoveragePart as advance
premium Is a deposit premium only. At the close
of each audit period we will compute the earned
I•
premiumfor that period. Audit premiumsaredue
and payableon notice to the first Named Insured.
If the sum of the advance and audit premiums
paid for the policy period Is greater than the
earned premium, we wlll return the excess to the ·
first Named Insured.
c. The first NamedInsuredmust keep records of the
information we need for premium computation,
and send us copies at such times as we may
request.
6. Representations.
By accepting this policy, you agree:
a. The statements In the Declarations are accurate
and complete;
b. Those statements are based upon representations you madeto us:and
c. We have issued this policy In reliance upon your
representations.
7. SeparationOf Insureds.
Except with respect to the Limits of Insurance,and
any rights or duties speclfically assigned in this Coverage Part to the first Named Insured,this insurance
applies:
a. As If each Named Insured were the only Named

Insured;and
b. Separatelyto each Insuredagainst whom claim Is
madeor •suit" Is brought
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a. Transfer Of Rights Of Recovery Against Others To

Us.
If the Insured has rights to recover all or part of any
payment we have made under this Coverage Part,
those rights are transferred to us. The insured must
do nothing after loss to impair them. At our request,
the Insured will bring "suit" transfer those rights to
us and help us enforce them.
9. When We Do Not Renew.
If we decide not to renew this Coverage Part,we will
mail or deliver to the first Named Insuredshown In the
Declarations written notice of the nonrenewalnot less
than 30 days before the expiration date.
If notice Is malled, proof of mailing will be sufficient
proof of notice.
SECTIONV - DEFINITIONS
1. "Bodlly injury'' means bodily mJury, sickness or
disease sustained by a person, Including death
resultingfrom any of these at any time.
2. •coverage territory" means:
a. The United States of America (Including its territories and possessions), Puerto Rico and Canada;
b. lntematlonal waters or airspace, provided the
"Injury" does not occur In the course of travel or
transportation to or from any place not lnciuded
In a. above; or
c. All parts of the world If:
(1) The "Injury" arises out of:
(a) Goods or products made or sold by you
In the territory described In a. above: or
(b) The actiVitiesof a personwhose home Is
in the territory described In a}above. but
Is away for a short time on yo~r business;
and
,,

or

(2) The lnsured's responsibility to pay damages
Is determined In a "suit" on the merits, In the
territory described in a. above or in a settlement we agree to.
3. "Employee" Includes a "leased worker." "Employee"
does not include a "temporaryworker.•
4 . . "Executiveofficer" means a person holding any of the
officer positions created by your charter, constitution,
by-lawsor any other similar governingdocument.
· 5. "Injury" means all damages, Including damages because of "bodily Injury' and "property damage," and
Including damages for care, loss of sel\llces or loss of
support
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6. "Leased worker" means a pers'onlea~ed'~o
you'by a
labor leasing firm under an agreement betW'eenyou
and the labor teasingfirm, to perform duties relatedto
the conduct of your business. "Leased worker" does
not Includea "temporaryworker."
7. "Propertydamage" means:
a. PhysicalInjuryto tangible property, including all
resulting loss of use of that property.All such loss
of use shall be deemed to occur at the time of the
physicalinjury that caused it; or
b. Loss of use of tangible property that is not physically injured. All such loss of use shall be deemed
to occur at the time of the "occurrence• that
caused it.
a. "Suit" means a civil proceeding In which damages
because of "Injury"to which this Insuranceapplies are
alleged. "Suit"includes:
a An arbitration proceeding in which such damages
are claimed and to which the Insuredmust submit
or does submit with our consent; or
b. Anyother alternative dispute resolutlon proceeding in which such damages are claimed and to
which the insured submits with our consent.
9. , emporary worker" meansa person who Is furnished
to you to substitute for a permanent "employee"on
leave or to meet seasonal or short-term wori<load
conditions.
·:1o. "Your product" means;
a Any goods or products, other than real property,
manufactured, sold, handled, distributed or disposed of by:
(1) You;

(2) Otherstrading under your name;ot
(3) A persqn or organization whose businessor
assets-youhave acquired; and
b. Containers (other than vehicles), materials, parts
or equipment furnished in connection with such
goods or products.
''Your product" inqludes:
a. Warranties or representations made at any time
with respect to the fitness, quality. durability or
performanceor use of "y9ur product": and
b. The providing of or failure to provide ""'.arnlngsor
instructions.
·
"Your product• does not Includevending machinesor
other property rented to or located for the use of
others but not sold.

CL 186 (1-96)
CG 00 3.301 96

Copyright,Insurance SeNlcasOffice,Inc., 1994
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215 COMMERCIAL SffiEET 2

PORTIAND ME 04101
207-772-1990 (Phone) 207-871·0680 (Fax)

Creative Lending
Solutions

Fax
N

From:

EBBIE

Pages:
PhotttM

CC:

Re:

D

Urgent

• Comments:

D

For Review

□ Ptease comment

□ Please Repl:i,

.□ Please Racycle
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Jun. 26 2002 10:41AM
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A & L LABORATORY INCw
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS & CONSULTING

·rel(:phOM
(207) 784-5:lS•L

P.O. Bo

Fa>c

3100 Hot

Auburn, Maine

(207) 702•5S61

1S07

OF t,.NAbYSIS

~ERIIFICATE
DATESAMPLED:Ju/'\e14.2002

TIMESAMPLED02:00 pm

DATERECetVED:June l 5, 2002

TIMERECEIVED
08:00om

CLIENTINFORMATION:

Water Treat Equip Inc

SAMPLENO: 102008
.

DATEREPOIHED:Jun~ 1$. 2002

915 USRte 1
Yarmouth. Me 04096

PROPERTY
TESTED:

137 Mairi StSAM?Li: POINT137 Moin SI
Cumberland Center. Me

THLS
WATERISRATEDAS:
PARAMETERS

MErHODNO.

Toto! Coliform

E.con

9223 {l)
9223 ill

Nilrlte-N
Nitrote-N

4.50(}.NQ2O ( I J
4500-N03B P)

pH

4500-H+S

KITCHEN

SATISfACTORY
UMJTS·

RESULTS

ABSENT [O/lOOml]

(l)

A6SENT [0/lOOml)
1.0 mg/L
10.0 mg/L
6..S-8..5

A8Sl:NT
ABSENT

,. <0.050 mg/L·
;

',

·<l.O
'6.7

mg/L

For an explonotion of your water test result please see nurnber(s} ..1._on the ottoched·
EXf'LANATJONSHEcr.All ofh~r l'ilJmbers lisied on the EXPLANATION
SHEETdo not apply to
this woter sample, The rotirig for this woter tast is ba~ed on ihe results of the above
porometers.

m11J'l,
..ii1illi:Jr,1111s
l)!r liter
mJ;;mJllilit~I'$
NO'l'Q: (I) =NELAC:ip31rovcd
p.:ir.im~ltt

J
l
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May 3, 2002

'

11,•-----.-..,6,,6.,-4.al' l

Mr. Roger Bintliff
WlllD.RoadLLC

r

137 Main Street

Gunberland,Maine04021

-...

•- - ..

""

.,;,·.

Subject: 137 Main Street, Est. # 25310

DearMr. Bintliff,
The purpose of this letteris to clarifyallthe requirementsyou mustfulfill beforea permanentlicensewill be
issuedbythis department.
DistrictSanitarianAnita L Andersonhas advisedme -'>fthe following:
You have agreedto:
Removeextra tablesfrom the "sittingroom"
Repairall leaksunderthe dishwasherand plumbing
Weddyrecordsof water meterreadingswould be kept for waterusage
You or a designeewould monitorwatertreatment.
You will be in direct contactwith MikeCorbin of the MaineDrinkingWaterProgramresolvethe issuesthat
werebroughtto your attentionin hisrecentletter. ., __

You understandthe liquorlicensecannot be expandedto includepreparationof drinksdue to the fact that the
bar arealacksthe plumbingto installthe requirednumber of sinks. Suchan expansionmay constitutea change
in the seating alloweddueto the capacityof the septic~em.

Pleaseplanto completeall of the aboveby May 10, 2002. Once completed,we will be ableto issue the
permanentlicense.
Thankyou for your cooperation.

0::
RebeccaVigue,ProgramManager
MikeO>rbin,HaigueBrochu.MD.W.P.
BarbaraMc PhetersCEO
RichardPeterson,LPI
EileenWyatt,HealthOfficer
.
Dan Smaha,licensing Inspector,StateLiquorCo~
AnitaL. Anderson,DistrictSanitarian

fl

v·

IM'TlOON OICYCUll,.,.._

Cu11,1·,21·lc11"11
l Cr,cl-?
Er1fr1r,·:.-:i·i-1~-.!·n Of1"'c-=,

Memo
To:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

From: Barbara McPheters, Code Officer~

CC:

F11e

Date:

06/20/2002

Re:

137 Main Family Dining, 137 l.DngwoodsRoad, Map

uaLot s

I have reviewed the request for a full liquor license for Winn Road LLC (O/8/A 137 Main)
and offer the following:

•

The establishment is limited to 35 Inside and no outside or 30 inside and 8 outside
seats due to the septic system design.

•

Meals are limited to 1 or 2 per day based on the septic system design.

•

The building cannot be expanded without Planning Board site plan review
approval.

The requirements listed in State of Maine, Department of Human Services, Division of
Health Engineering letter dated May 3, 2002 must be met. A copy of the letter is

attached.
Currently, the site Is not In compliancewith previous approvalsas it relates to parking,
decking and dumpster location. I have discussed the defldendes with the manager,
RogerBintliff and he has agreed to locate the dumpster In the fenced area as required. A
site plan amendment must be fifed for Planning ~rd revtew to address the parking and
rear deck lnstalfatton.
I am concerned that expanding the use by granting a full liquor license will inaease the
traffic and need for parking. The site Is limited in area and adequate parking IS not
provided at this time. Employees are parking beside the exit dr1ve on the gravel next to
the banking and stream.
I would recommend that a site plan amendment request be flied within 10 days and
approval be secured within 90 days. I have discussed this with Andy Fillmore, Town
Planner and he agrees that this time frame Is reasonable for the Planning Board and
achievableby the applicant.

Basedupon the above Information, I would not rea,mmend approvalof the license until
the zoning issues are resolved and, as always, I am reserving the right to Inspect as

needed.

July 3, 2002

TO:

MEMBERS OF THE CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL

FROM:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN~

RE:

CHEBEAGUE RECREATION POOL LICENSE

Please find attached the completed application by Chebeague Recreation Center,
Inc. for operation of a public swimming pool.
The application is complete and the pool has received the proper inspection by
our Health Officer, Eileen Wyatt. She and I have spoken as well. Ms. Wyatt
recommends approval of this renewal license.
This item is in order for Council approval. Thank you.

- -· --

To:

-·-

---·

-

------------

Robert Benson,Town Manager, Cumberland

From: Eileen Wyatt, Health Officer, Town of Cumberland
I examined the ChebeagueRec Pool on May22, 2002. It was a bright, CX>OI
day and the pool was
coveredto retain heat. The Kiddie Pool was not planned to be open until closer to July.

2.9

The pool director Is Virginia Calder today. She completed the YMCAof the USA.Pool
Operator on Location on 2/8/02. carol Ryder will be director at the close of the school
year.

2.11

The first aid kit lacks (1) 2" gauze roller bandage; (1) 3" sterile gauze bandage; and
addltional sterile 3><3's
are needed for the season.

8.2

Water Supply: The source water was tested in August 2001 in the project by Seavee&
Maher Engineering when they tested much of Chebeague'sground water. The tests
included Nitrat~ but not NitriteS. I have not yet been able to talk to a knowledgeable
pe~n at the engineering firm to find out why Nitrites were not tested. All other
parameters were at acceptable levels.

14.2

Adequate bather loading and record keeping were established in the previous years and
should continue.

18.2

There is no diving board. There were two slides added last year at mid depth.

22.1

All toilet and shower racilities are clean and well maintained.

23.1

Poolchemicalswere in proper ranges at 70 degrees F today.

23.5

The darity of the water is observed by looking at the drain on the deep end.

23.6

The result of the bacteriologic.altest has not come back yet.

24.1

There was some particulate material in the pool (leaf materials?) which wlll be removed
by the vacuum.

26.1

A portable phone is availableto c.allthe rescue.

26.3

The outdoor fence is locked when the poof is not in use.

26.S

All of the four sides have appropriate life saving equipment available.

27.2

Swimming pool records are examined monthly by me when the pool is operational

28.2

I have seen the certification of the pool staff. Carol Ryderalso has taken the YMCAPool
Operator courses. The others all have current CPRand WSI or Lifeguard certification.

!~ ✓-µ;~
EIieen Wyatt

Health Officer
Town of Cumberland

04/0~/200'2,

23:49

•
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LEASE

This Agreement made and entered into as of the

day of

, 2002, by

and between Town of Cumberland, a municipal corporation, of Cumberland, Cumberland
County and State of Maine, (hereinafter referred to as "Lessor") and Maine School
Administrative District 51, of Cumberland, Cumberland County and State of Maine
(hereinafter referred to as "Lessee").
WITNESSETH:

1.

Premises.

In consideration of the covenants herein contained to be perfonned and observed
by Lessee, Lessor hereby leases to Lessee and Lessee hereby takes from Lessor, subject
to the terms and conditions herein set forth, certain premises designated as athletic fields
comprised of baseball fields, a softball field and multi-purpose fields together with
appurtenant areas for dugouts, spectator seating and "foul territory" as shown on a
-·-·

Conceptual Plan for Offsite Fields Area at Twin Brooks attached hereto as Exhibit A, and
such parking and access roads as may be included therein and as access thereto.

2.

Terms and Commencement Date.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the demised premises from January 1, 2002 until
December 31, 2011, but renewable annually thereafter for so long as Lessee uses said
premises for its public, athletic purposes.

3.

Rent.

Lessor agrees that Lessee's improvements and continuing maintenance thereof as
detailed hereafter shall be deemed adequate rent for said premises ..

4.

Improvements.

Lessee shall construct and maintain said athletic fields at Lessee's sole expense,
including all necessary access roads, parking, drainage and utility connections, all of
which improvements shall be built substantially in accordance with the plans and
specifications attached hereto as Exhibit B, all of which improvements shall be
completed in a reasonable time frame hereafter.

Lessee further agrees not to install

lighting for night time play without the prior written consent of Lessor.
5.

Repairs and Maintenance.

Lessee agrees to perform, at its expei;ise, as soon as reasonably possible, all
repairs and maintenance to the demised premises, which said repairs and maintenance
shall be coordinated with Lessor's work on other facilities at Twin Brooks and shall be
done in a commensurate manner. Lessor and Lessee shall share equally the maintenance
cost of joint access and parking areas, including plowing as may be required for possible
winter use.

6.

Compliance With Regulations.

Lessee agrees to comply promptly with all laws, ordinances, requirements and
regulations of the federal, state, county, municipal and other authorities, including the
Site Plan Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland, and any insurance organizations or
associations required by Lessor's insurance carrier.
7.

Fixtures and Equipment.

Any and all fixtures that are not part of the real estate or become affixed to the
demised premises by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property and be removed by Lessee at
any time at or before the end of the term hereof, provided, nevertheless, that Lessee shall
repair any damage to the demised premises caused by such removal. Any permanent
improvements or fixtures or personal property not removed by Lessee shall become the
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property of Lessor at the end of the term without additional consideration. All fences and
any permanent affixed improvement and/or buildings shall be considered permanent
improvements,

shall not be removed once constructed and shall become Lessor's

property at the end of the term.
8.

Utilities.

Lessee shall pay sewer, water, electrical, telephone, and other utilities and
services applicable to the demised premises.

Lessor and Lessee shall administratively

agree on their respective share of any jointly billed and/or metered expense at the end of

.

each year. Lessor shall not be liable for any interruption of the same in the demised
premises.
9.

Damage and Destruction.

In the event the demised premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire, or ordered to be demolished by an action of any public authority in
consequence of a fire, or damaged or destroyed by other casualty, this Lease shall remain
in full force and effect.
10.

Indemnification, Insurance and Claims of Third Parties.

Lessor shall not be responsible for any defect or change of condition in said
premises, nor for any damage thereto, nor to any person, nor to goods or things contained
therein due to any cause whatsoever except the act of negligence of the Lessor, and, to
the extent of its insurance and/or the Maine Tort Claims Act, the Lessee will indemnify
Lessor from any claims, demands, and actions arising in connection with Lessee's use of
the property, or the use by any person occupying said premises during the term hereof, or
by reason of any breach or non-performance of any covenant herein, or the violation of
any law or regulation by the Lessee.
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Lessee further agrees that it will maintain throughout the term of this Lease
general liability insurance indemnifying Lessor as against all claims and demands for any
personal injuries to or death of any person, and damage to or destruction or loss of
property which may have or be claimed to have incurred on the demised premises in an
amount not less than Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000.00) for injury to or
death of one person, One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for injury to or death of more
than one person in any single accident and for not less than Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000.00) for damages to or destruction or loss of another's property. Lessee's

.

obligation to indemnify Lessor shall not exceed the monetary limits of Lessee's policy .
11.

Subrogation.

Neither Lessor nor Lessee shall be liable to the other or any persons claiming
through the other by right of subrogation or otherwise for any damage either to the
demised premises, as to Lessor, or to the properties, fixtures or improvements of Lessee,
as to Lessee, from fire or other casualty usually included in the so-called standard
"extended coverage" endorsements as contained in fire insurance policies written in the
State of Maine, whether or not said damage was caused by negligence of Lessor or
Lessee, their respective servants, agents, employees or others.
12.

Cancellation.

In case the Lessee fails to perform or observe any of the covenants contained
herein on their part to be observed and performed for ten (10) days after notice by Lessor,
the Lessor may forthwith terminate or cancel this Lease by notifying Lessee as
hereinafter provided, and upon such termination or cancellation the Lessee shall be liable
to the Lessor for all damages Lessor sustains by reason of Lessee's breach of covenant
and of such termination or cancellation.

A waiver by the Lessor of any breach or

breaches by the Lessee of any one or more of the covenants or conditions hereof shall not
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bar forfeiture of any other rights or remedies of the Lessor for any subsequent breach of
any such or other covenants and conditions.
13.

Termination.

If at any time proceedings in bankruptcy, or pursuant to any other act for the relief
of debtors, shall be instituted by or against the Lessee, or if the Lessee shall compound
Lessee's debts or assign over Lessee's estate or effects for payment thereof, or if any
execution shall issue against the Lessee or any of Lessee's effects whatsoever insofar as
said execution may relate to the demised premises, or if a receiver or trustee shall be
appointed of the Lessee's property, or if this J;.&aseshall by operation of law, devolve
upon or pass to any person or persons other than Lessee personally, then and in each such
cases, the Lessor may terminate this Lease forthwith by notifying Lessee as herein
provided. Upon such termination all sums due and payable or to become due and payable
by Lessee shall at once become due and payable.

14.

Eminent Domain.

In the event all or substantially all of the demised premises are taken by an entity
other than Lessor by eminent domain, this Lease shall terminate and expire as of the date
of such taking.
15.

Use of Premises.

It is understood that the property leased will be used only in strict accordance with
local and state requirements, including, for example, the local mass gathering ordinance.

It is also understood that the property is being leased for athletic and outdoor use only by
the students, teachers, guests and invitees of Lessee.

Lessor, acting through its

Recreation Department, may, after prior consultation with the Lessee, acting through its
Athletic Department, have use of the athletic fields within the demised premises at times
which do not interfere with use by the Lessee, it being the intention of the parties that the
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fields shall also be used by the Cumberland Recreation Department and various groups
and/or programs that it sponsors or supports. In the event that the Lessor uses the athletic
fields for its programs or allows such other groups to use the athletic fields, the Lessor
shall first meet the Lessee's reasonable requirements for indemnification

from damage

claims by the provision of liability insurance, security and protection of the fields from
extraordinary wear and tear.
16.

Notices.

Whenever notice shall be permitted or required to be given to either party

.

pursuant to the terms of this Lease, it shall be sent by registered or certified mail

-

addressed to such party at such address as shall have been last designated in writing by
such party to the other. Lessor's present mailing address being designated as:
290 Tuttle Road,
Cumberland, Maine 04021.
Lessee's present mailing address being designated as:
357 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
17.

Successors and Assigns.

The conditions, covenants and agreements contained in this Lease to be kept and
performed by the parties hereto shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of said
respective

parties, their successors

and assigns, and the same shall be constrned

as

covenants

running with the land and according to the laws of the State of Maine.

Wherever in this Lease reference is made to either of the parties, it shall be held to
include and apply to the successors

and assigns of such party as if in each case so

expressed, unless the context requires otherwise and regardless of the number or gender
of such party.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this instrument the
day and year first above written.
SIGNED AND DELIVERED
IN THE PRESENCE OF:
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

By:_________
Robert B. Benson
Town Manager

_

MAINE SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT 51

By:_________
Print Name: ------Its _________
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_
_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS
At its July 9, 2001 Council meeting, the Town Council approved the following
Town Council appointments:

2001

2002

Archangel Committee

Robert Humplu·eys

Chebeague Island Library Bd Trustees

Damon
·bttHW-+-________

Cumberland/Yarmouth Jt Stndg Cmtee

,J/"
o-f f-

Damon
Moriarty (~)
GPCOG

Moriarty

Nominating Committee

Storey
Kuntz
Porter

Prince Memorial Library Advisory Bd
Recreation/Comm. Ed. Advisory Bd.
Regional Waste Systems Board
Budget
Val Halla Board of Trustees

Kuntz

Liaison to Board of Appeals

Storey

Liaison to Conservation Committee

Moria1ty

Liaison to Falmouth/Cumberland COC

Joe Taylor

Liaison to Planning Board
Liaison to Recycling Committee

•--'f
...J

,Bingham
Porter

J'lc6~....ainghanr
'[?L>)- / (v.J.du'4/
. • to Lan d"mg Comm1ttee
• 5'/A
Damon ,.,t tt,.µ/wL
G,i'v,µ,~I
~ : dP,l1
< ~ 7f
I Lit<''
Lrn1son
µ_
~
1
Liaison to CHAT (SAD 51)

~(

Liaison to Islands Committee

Damon

Liaison to Cable TV Regulatory Bd

Porter

Cousins Island/Wharf Agreement Cmtee

·bamberr

5'JY1
<;/Jl/(

;,J~)_

/µ \
-M ....e,,Ii...fA,)- J . r{.f
....J,k ~ .
J)f) T l ,~
vv

V

~

..Jjm Phipps.

t,{
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TO\VN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JULY 9, 2001

I

Councilors Present: Jeffrey Porter, Peter Bingham, John Lambert, Harland Storey, Mark Kuntz, Donna Damon
Excused: Stephen Moriarty

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at 7:05 p.m.

Special Recognition of Officer John Dalbec on behalf of the Cumberland/North
Yarmouth Lions Club was named 'Citizen of the Year'.

II.

Manager's Report

None

III.

Public Discussion

None
IV.

Legislation & Policy
01-43 To approve Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Town of
Cumberland and the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association.

Councilor Bingham moved to go into Executive Session 7: 10 pm to discuss the Collective
Bargaining Agreement between the Town of Cumberland and the Cumberland Police
Benevolent Association.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)
Councilor Bingham moved to come out of Executive Session 7:35 pm to continue the
meeting.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz
Councilor Lambert moved to set date of July 23, 2001 to approve Collective Bargaining
Agreement between the Town of Cumberland and the Cumberland Police Benevolent
Association.
Seconded by Councilor Storey
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (6)
V.

Town Council Assignments FY 2001-2002

The Town Council selected the following for Town Council Appointments.
Archangel Committee:
Chebeague Island Library Board of Trustees

Robert Humphreys
Donna Damon

Cumberland/Yarmouth Joint Standing Committee:

VI.

John Lambert
Donna Damon
Stephen Moriarty - Advisory
GPCOG
Stephen Moriarty
Nominating Committee:
Harland Storey
Mark Kuntz
Jeff Porter
Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board
Stephen Moriarty
Recreation/Community Education Advisory Board
Jeff Porter
Regional Waste Systems Board
Susan McGinty
Budget Committee
Peter Bingham
Val Halla Board of Trustees
Mark Kuntz
Liaison to Board of Appeals
Harland Storey
Liaison to Conservation Committee
Stephen Moriarty
Liaison to Falmouth/Cumberland Chamber of Commerce Joe Taylor
Liaison to Planning Board
Peter Bingham
Liaison to Recycling Committee
Jeff Porter
Liaison to CHAT (SAD 51)
Peter Bingham
Liaison to Landing Committee
Donna Damon
Liaison to Islands Committee
Donna Damon
Liaison to Cable TV Regulatory Board
Jeff Porter
Cousins Island/Wharf Agreement Committee
Jim Phipps
John Lambert
Correspondence
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

Memo fm Town Planner dtd 7/9/01 RE: Growth Management Ordinance
Recommendations - DRAFT
Growth Management Ordinance Recommendations
Growth Management Ordinance - Current
Collective Bargaining Agreement - Police Department
Letter fm Police Chief dtd 5/22/01 RE: Officer John Dalbec, 'Citzen of the Year'
Letter fm Rescue Department dtd 5/14/01 RE: Cumberland Rescue Department and
its Medics
Town Council Assignments Worksheet
Letter fm Town to Cumberland Common Residents dtd 7/2/01 RE: Cancellation of
Public Hearing - Gazebo Landscaping Project
Letter fm The Coast of Maine Golf School dtd 6/28/01 RE: Maine Junior Golf Day
Chebeague Long Range Planning Committee Minutes of 6/16/01
Cumberland County Commissioners' Meeting Minutes of 6/11/01
Growth Trends in Cumberland County by GPCOG

Councilor Kuntz - Letter regarding vacancy for Region 1 - County Budget Committee.

CORRESPONDENCE
(

'

Stephen Moriarty
Cumberland Town Council
290 Tuttle Rd
Cumberland ME 04021

Dear Mr. Stephen Moriarty,

I would like to thank you and the Cumberland Town Council for your kind
words and the Kimball Award. I will be using the scholarship money towards my tuition
and the many books I well be needing. I well be paying my tuition at Eckerd College in St.
Petersburg Florida where I well be studying Marine Biology. Thank you again for the
Kimball Award and helping me to further my education.

Nick Pascarella

WORKSHOP

Shelley Doyle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Mc~inty
Tuesday, June 4, 2002 1 :50 PM
Shelley Doyle
need and address

Shelly,
I need to get in touch with Steve Moriarty before the meeting tomorrow
evening and I have a meeting at church tonight. Can you send me his email
or forward this message to him?? Thank you-Susan
Steve,
The Recycling committee is busy researching what other towns are doing and
making plans for public awareness events. Wewould like to have a workshop
scheduled with the TownCouncil in order to update you on what we have
learned so far and to make sure we are on the track you would like us to be
on. Can you suggest a time and date for a workshop?
Thank you, Susan
smcgint~aine.rr.com

Pa~e 1
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Nadeen Daniels
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From:

Sally Stockwell [sstockwell@maineaudubon.org]

Sent:

Wednesday, July 03, 2002 2:31 PM

To:

Nadeen Daniels

Cc:

Ellen Hoffman

Subject: town forest hunting recommendation
Hi Nadine Here is the letter from the Conservation Commission we promised regarding hunting at the town forest. Please
share it with Bob.
If you have any questions about the letter or need additional information I would happy to revise it.
Sally

)

u
7/3/02

Cumberland Town Lands & Conservation Commission
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021

()

3 July 2002

Bob Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Dear Mr. Benson,
At a recent Conservation Commission meeting we discussed whether or not any changes
to the hunting policy at the Town Forest should be made. Currently the Town Forest is
open to all hunting throughout the year, as long as state regulations are followed.
Now that the Drowne Road School (DRS) sits adjacent to the site and the Town Forest is
used periodically by students for ecological studies, we recommend the Town Forest be
posted for "Hunting by Permission Only" and that the Cumgerland Department of Public
Safety be responsible for issuing permission - preferably in writing. This way, should
there be a special need to limit hunting because of student activity in the forest, it can be
coordinated with the teachers at the Drowne Road School. We suggest the Principal of
Drowne Road School be responsible for notifying Public Safety of any scheduled use of
the Town Forest.
Sincerely,

Sally Stockwell
Commission member

)

Shelley Doyle
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

SusanMc~inty
Saturday,June 29, 2002 11:40 AM
ShelleyDoyle
CharlesBurnie;Tom Caldor;Nate Ha~elin;Gre~Poitras;Jeff Porter; MindySchott; Peter
Hall;SusanKneeland;ShelleyDoyle
workshopw/ the town council

Dear Shelly,
Please forward this to Bob:
Dear Bob,
I don't have your email address so I am sending this to Shelly.
I am not away much this summerbut I was away when your message came in on
Thursday or Friday, I am home for less than 24 hours while I pack to go away
for a week. I will have to decline the invitation to meet with the TC on
July 8th@ 6:30. I am not able to inform the group of the suggested meeting
time and to get a response of how manywould be available to attend or to
meet with them before the workshop as the committee had wanted to do. When
I made a request in early Mayfor a workshop with the TC I asked if they
could suggest a couple of dates. If that is not possible, could we please
have at least two weeks, preferably three weeks notice so we can pull
ourselves together in advance of the workshop. Wecontinue to work on a
variety of projects and will try to keep the Council abreast of our
activities through Jeff.
I will not be checking email for the next week, but you may reach me on my
cell phone: 207-650-1223.
Susan
PS - Shelly can you mail a copy of this to Hope, please.
Thanx -S

Pa~e1

Gorham Fire Department
Robert Lefebvre, Chief
Telephone (207) 839-6762
Fax (207) 839-7753

The Cumberland County and York County Fire Chiefs would like to invite, all
Legislative Representatives, State Senators, Town Managers, Council Chairs/Selectmen
to a formation meeting of the Southern Maine Legislative Cooperative Council. The goal
ofthis Council is to bring together all Legislative Representatives to work towards the
common goals effecting Southern Maine Communities, such as tax reform, unfounded
mandates, school funding formulas, and retention and recrnitme!1tof Public Safety
Personnel.
The meeting will be held on September 26, 2002 at Wassamski Springs Camp Ground,
Banquet Hall in Gorham. A Social Hour will run from 05:30 to 06:30 pm with a meal
being served at 06:30. The meal will be a choice of steak or boneless chicken, baked
potato, vegetable, salad, and desert. The cost of the meal will be $12.00 per person. The
Cumberland/York County Chiefs will pay for the meal for all Legislative
Representatives, and State Senators.

PLEASE RSVP GORHAM FIRE DEPARTMENT AT 839-6762 OR
rlefrbvre@gorham.me.us NO LATER THEN SEPTEMBER 20TH2002.
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE

c·
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MASCHINO

Fuel for the fire
hat's it going to take, Maine,
before ·someone gets hopping
mad at the state of our economy?
Before someone starts demanding that the
tough- and, therefore, unpopular -public policy decisions get made?
Remember Howard Beale screaming
"I'm mad as hell, and I'm not going to
take it any more!" in the movie Network?
Beale had all he could take of the sorry
moral state of affairs in network television. Maine needs its own Howard Beale,
out there screaming about our sorry economic state of affairs.
· What we need Beale to do is read yet
another report placing Maine at the bottom of the economic heap. We need him
to get really mad about it, and we need to
turn the battleship before it's too late.
The report was released in late May by
a new group called the Institute for a
Strong Maine Economy (www.ismec.org).
I know you're frankly tired of reading
reports that say that Maine is aging; its
young people are leaving; its manufacturing base is dwindling; and the state is
basically going into the tank. But you
must read this report. It's called "No Place
to Hide: Confronting Maine's Economic
Future." We can't afford to ignore it.
"The whole point of the initiative,"
says Paula Valente, president of the Insti-

W

A new report could get Mainers mad enough to
take action on the state's sorry economics
tute, "is to create solid research that spells
out in clear and compelling terms the economic development challenges in Maine
before November's election."
The report - and the institute came about when several 'prominent
business and municipal leaders looked
beyond the King administration and
started to worry. The escalation of controversy and rhetoric around economic
development programs was enough to
tum the spark of worry into a flame. The
group found investors to finance a twoyear process of pulling together the necessary data to have a real debate over
resolutions of the problem. Here are the
facts, the report says, now go do the
right thing.
The report celebrates past accomplishments like a good education system and
telecommunications network, as well as
an increase in state support for research.
Then, it warns that these efforts are not
only not enough, but "they have not
demonstrated staying power or stability
in a volatile political environment." Look,
for example, at how many times we've

fought to keep BETR (Business Equipment Tax Reimbursement) intact.
The most stunning single page in the
report is a map that shows the numerous
companies across the state that have been
courted to leav~,our borders. And those
are just the ones we know about.
Not surprisingly, the report calls for a
reduction in Maine's tax burden, as well as
tax restructuring to promote private investment, export activity, business competitiveness, stability and predictability of revenues. Even with cities and towns
involved in the creation of this report, it
urges reduction in the cost of government
by restructuring regional and local government services. The report smartly calls for
limiting the growth in governmental
spending to some logical benchmark
(growth in personal income or inflation),
not simply spending all available resources
and beyond, which is today's benchmark.
How does the governor look in this
report? Good, but not great. Many of the
economic development programs that are
touted in this report have appeared at one
point or another on his budget chopping

block. He would have looked even worse
if an earlier draft hadn't been touched up
before publication. Word on the street is
that a glimpse of the final draft ticked him
off, causing drafters to soften it a bit. After
all, his state economist, Laurie Lachance,
was an integral part of the research and
writing, giving the lame-duck governor a
little more firepower than he may have
otherwise had.
The report has been criticized for not
having enough detailed recommendations. But we know what needs to be
done. It's not brain surgery. The report
was also critiq.zed for not addressing the
health care crisis. But without employers,
there is no health care coverage.
"These issues cut across every political
stripe," says Valente. So do as the report
suggests. Ask candidates in the upcoming
election how their initiatives will specifically strengthen Maine's economy. We
don't want to look back wistfully at the
"good ole days of 2002" and wonder why
things didn't get better.
If we vote with our wallet this fall,
we'll preserve the need for one. And if
you see Howard Beale, tell him to call me.
Anna Maschino, a lobbyist for the Maine
Medical Association, can be reached at edltorlal@malne-blz.com.

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/ NORTH YARMOUTH
P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Minutes
Monday
June 17, 2002

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School
Multipurpose Room

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Kim True 7:02 PM.
Attendance

Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley (arrived 8:30 PM),
Betts Gorsky, Audrey Lones, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators: Brenda Breton, Becky Foley, Suzanne Godin, Robert Hasson, Pat Palmer, Scott Poulin,

Susie Robbins, Judy True, Penny Wheeler-Abbott
2. Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on June 3, 4 and 11, 2002.

Motioned

2 nd ed

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on June 3, 2002. (Voted: 6-0, 1
absent)
Motioned

2 nd ed

Voted: To approve the minutes of the MSAD #51 Public Budget Vote for 2002-2003 meeting held on
June 4, 2002. (Voted: 6-0, 1 absent)
Motioned

2nd ed

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on June 11, 2002. (Voted: 6-0,
1 absent)
3. Superintendent's Report
4. Presentations
a)

Math Committee presentation

b)

Design Team

5. Committee Report
a) Steering Committee
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6. Items for Action

a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2002-2003 school year
Motioned

.~

2 nd ed

Voted: To-~ppoint the following individuals to teaching positions for the 2002-2003 school year:
~led:

7-0, 1 absent)

MIW
Kimberly Gessamen - Grade 1
GJHS

Margaret Trebilcock - Grade 7 Math & Social Studies

b} Vote to approve fall and winter coaches
Motioned

2nd ed

Voted: To approve fall and winter coaches for 2002-2003. (Voted: 7-0, 1 absent)
Basketball, HS Boys Varsity:

Ken Marks

Soccer, HS Boys Varsity:

Michael Andreasen

Basketball, HS Girls Varsity:

James Seavey

Soccer, HS Girls Varsity:

Kevin Harvey

Basketball, HS Boys JV:

Lloyd Smith

Soccer, HS Boys JV:

Lloyd Smith

Basketball, HS Girls JV:

Conrad Lewis

Soccer, HS Girls JV:

Todd Livingston

Basketball, HS Boys Frosh:

Glenn Hutchins

Soccer, Frosh Boys:

Glenn Hutchins

Soccer, HS Volunteer Asst.:

Robert Wood

Basketball, HS Girls Frosh:
Basketball, JH Gr. 8 Boys:

Michael Andreasen

Soccer, JH Gr. 8 Boys:

Robert Wood

Basketball, JH Gr. 8 Girls:
Basketball, JH Gr. 7 Boys:

Michael Andreasen

Soccer, JH Gr. 8 Girls:

Mark Brown

Mark Brown

Soccer, JH Gr. 7 Boys:

Gary Giffard

Soccer, JH Gr. 7 Girls:

Angela Letiecq
Rob Hale

Basketball, JH Gr. 7 Girls:
Cross Country, HS B/G:

David Dowling

Swim, HS B/G Head:

Cross Country, HS B/G Asst.:

Chris Axelson

Swim, HS B/G Asst.:

Cross Country, JH B/G:

Steven Ross

Swim, HS B/G Asst-Diving:

Kate Hoffner

Swim, JH B/G:

Rob Hale
John Folan

Field Hockey, HS Varsity:

Robyn Thayer

Field Hockey, HS JV:

Heather Coyne

Track, HS Indoor B/G Head:

Field Hockey, HS Frosh:

Debbie Akerley

Track, HS Indoor B/G Asst.:

David Dowling
Sarah Soule

Field Hockey, JH Gr. 8:

Wendy Rozene

Track, HS Indoor B/G Asst.:

Field Hockey, JH Gr. 7:

Priscilla Carothers

Track, JH Indoor B/G:

Denise Allen

Track, JH Indoor B/G:

Rick Hogan

Golf:

Barry Mothes

Ice Hockey, Varsity:

Barry Mothes
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Ice Hockey, Asst.

Scott Caron

Ice Hockey, JV:

Matthew Gilbert

Skiing, Alpine:

Mark Ouellette

Skiing, Cross Country:

Chris Axelson

c) Second reading and vote to approve technology policies
nd

Motion:----------2
Voted: To approve the following technology policies:

------------

IJNDA

Internet Safety Policy (as amended)

IJNDB

Network Acceptable Use Policy

IJNDC

School System Web Site/Web Pages

IJNDC-AR

School System Web Site/Web Pages Procedure

d) Vote to appoint co-curricular stipend position for the 2002-2003 school year

Motioned

2nd ed

Voted: To appoint co-curricular stipend position for the 2002-2003 school year. (Voted: 7-0)
Gwen Smith - Chebeague Island School Coordinator
7. Communications
a} Chebeague Island Update

8.

Adjourn Meeting 10:15 PM

Respectfully Submitted,

Robert G. Hasson, Jr.
Superintendent and Recording Secretary
Upcoming Meetings/Events
6/16/02 - Father's Day
6/17/02 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 11:15 PM, Grades K-6 @ 12:15 PM
6/18 and 6/19/02 - Teacher In-Service days

Next Meeting:
Wednesday, 6/26/02 - Mabel I. Wilson School, 7:00 PM

June 17, 2002 BOD Minutes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda
Wednesday
June 26, 2002

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School
Multipurpose Room

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Kim True.
2. Approval of Minutes

3. Superintendent's Report

4. Presentations
a) Time Task Force

5.

Committee Report

a) Steering Committee
6. Items for Action
a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2002-2003 school year
b) Vote to authorize the Superintendent to execute and deliver a lease with the Town of Cumberland
on behalf of MSAD #51 for athletic fields located at Twin Brooks.

c) Vote to authorize the District to enter into and the Superintendent be authorized to execute and
deliver a contract with the general contractor for the construction of the middle school.

d) Second reading and vote to approve policies:

BDE-1
BEA
CB
CBD
CBI
CHCAA
EB
EBB
EBCA

School Board Nominating Committee
School Board Use of Electronic Mail
District Superintendent
Superintendent'sContract
Evaluationof Superintendent
Student Handbooks
Environmentaland Safety Program
Greely Swimming Pool
Crisis Response Plan
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EBCB
ECAB
EDB
EDE
EEA
EEAEA

Fire Drills
Unauthorized Vehicles
Maintenance & Control of Material
Waste Management and Recycling
Student Transportation Services
Student Transportation, Employee Requirements, Training and
Responsibilities
EEAEAA Drug & Alcohol Testing of School Bus Drivers
EEAEAA- Drug & Alcohol Testing of Bus Drivers - Procedures
R
EFC
Free and Reduced Lunch
EFDA
Restriction on Sale of Foods
EGAD
Copyright Compliance
EGADCopyright Compliance Procedure
AR
FB
Facilities Planning
GA
Personal Goals/Priorities Objectives
GBEC
GBGAA
GBJC
GCF

Drug-Free Workplace
Blood Borne Pathogens
Retention of Application Materials
Professional Staff Hiring

GCFB
GCFB-R
GCGA
GCI
GCK

Recruiting and Hiring of Administrative Staff
Recruiting and Hiring of Staff - Administrative Procedure
Substitute Teachers
Professional Staff Development
Professional Staff Assignments and Transfers

GCOA

Supervision and Evaluation of Professional Staff

GCOC

Evaluation of Administrative Staff

GCQC

Resignation of District Employees

June 26, 2002 BOD Agenda
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e) Vote to authorize the Superintendent to retain SYT Design Consultants to serve as the

District's Owner's Representative for the District's middle school construction project and to
execute a contract with SYT Design Consultants.

f) Vote to authorize Chairperson to extend Superintendent contract.
7.

Communications

8. Adjourn Meeting ___

PM
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MSAD #51 Mission
The mission of MSAD #51 Is to guide all students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume responsibility
for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
• Use effective Instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that all students meet
or exceed the District's benchmarks and outcomes;
• Ensure a safe and respectful environment where all feel a sense of belonging; and
• Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals for 2001-2002
• Support the District's work in curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional
development through:
• Promoting educational programming based on student learning needs;
• Measuring the District's pr-ogress towards achieving our mission by 2003, Including
progress toward the certification that all students meet the State's Learning Results; and
• Effectively communicating the results of our District's work.
• Execute the Resolution on Facilities Planning by ensuring the timely completion of the
Charges made to the Building Committees to construct a new middle school and renovate Greely Junior
High School Into high school space, and support measures to relieve constraints due to conditions created
by our current facilities.
• Promote sound resource management through:
• Measuring progress towards structuring the school day and year to maximize student
achievement;
• Budgeting three-year resource needs;
• Effectively communicating to the public the District's resource needs.
MSAD #51 Board of Directors
John Aromando, Vice Chair
Maryellen Fitzpatrick

829-6861
829-4657

jaromando@pierceatwood.com
efitzpa486@aol.com

Polly Haight Frawley

657-2373

PH Fraw@aol.com

Betts Gorsky

781-2234

Audrey Lones

829-4171

bjgorsky@hotmail.com
audrey@alum.mlt.edu

Henry Kennedy

829-6979

hrk@kleve.org

Kim True, Chair

829-3209

ktrue1@maine.rr.com

Bob Vail

829-5393

Upcoming Meetings/Events

9/3/02 First Day of school

June 26, 2002 BOD Agenda
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STATE

DEPARTMENT

OF MAINE

OF TRANSPORTATION

16 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04333-0016
JOHN G. MELROSE

ANGUS S. KING, JR.
GOVERNOR

COMMISSIONER

June 11, 2002

Robert B. Benson
Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumbtrland Center, ME 04021
Subject: 2000 U.S. Census Urbanized Area Changes
Dear Mr. Benson:
Recently published information (67 FR 21962) regarding the results of the 2000 U.S.
Census will be making an impact on the State of Maine and your community. The data MDOT
has reviewed indicates that the population of the Urbanized Areas (UA) in Maine has grown and
includes at least a part of your community. This action has many implications, among which, is
that the portion of your community included in the UA is required to be incorporated into an
existing Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), which for your area is Portland Area
Comprehensive Transportation Study (PACTS).
The MPO structure is established by the U.S. Department of Transportation and is
responsible for transportation planning and project programming for their area. Each community
in the MPO has access to Transportation Planning (PL) funding provided to the MPO. Every
two years the MPO is allocated Federal transportation dollars to provide and maintain Federally
approved transportation facilities and programs in their area. This gives the MPO, and therefore
the member communities, a more direct access to transpo1tation dollars.
The Director of the MPO in your area, John Duncan will contact you in an effort to make
the transition as smooth as possible. They and their staff are available to answer questions about
the MPO, its processes, and membership boards. My staff is also at your disposal to answer any
questions you may have about the MPO or the Federal and State requirements.

THE

MAINE

DEPARTMENT

OF TRANSPORTATION

IS AN AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

..

I look forward to working with you and to our new relationship regarding the
metropolitan planning process. For further information, please feel free to contact Don Craig,
MDOT MPO Coordinator, at 624-3280.
Sincerely,

~ John G. Melrose
;,.=------commissioner

JGM/DC/dg
cc:

Peter Kleskovic,
Andrew Motter,
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Gorrill-Fahner C onsulti:ngEngineers, Inc.

Traffic and Ciuil Engineering Seruices

Cumberland - Yarmouth - MDOT
Wharf Road Committee
Tuesday, July 9, 2002- 9:00 AM
Cumberland Town Hall
290 Tuttle Road

Meeting Agenda

I.

Discussion of both Cumberland & Yarmouth Meetings

11.

Review of Issues raised at both meetings

Ill.

Decision on the preferred option for Construction

IV.

Date for Public Hearing - Place for Public Hearing

V.

Other Business

VI.

Adjournment
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Nadeen Daniels
From:

Wlliam Shane [\/VShane@gorrillpalmer.com)

Sent:

Tuesday, July 02, 2002 6:19 PM

To:

Tom Gorrill ; Adam Ogden; Andy MacDonald ; Bob Benson; Donna Damon; Nat Tupper; Rick
Abbondanza; Rick Abbondanza 2 ; Steve Moriarty ; Wlliam Shane; Alton Palmer

Cc:

Nadeen Daniels; Jennifer Soule

Subject: Meeting Agenda & Support Information

Dear Committee Members;
First and Most Importantly, Have a Great 4 th of July and enjoy the sun!
Tuesday, July 9, 2002 we have a very important meeting to keep the positive momentum of
this project. I have attached several memos as support documentation for this meeting. / have
also e-mailed this information to your respective Town Halls for you to pick up if you
cannot open the documents.
Both meetings, though very different in nature, were.well attended and offered many good
ideas for the process and design. Please read the support information and come prepared to
discuss Future Meeting Structure and Location. This will be a Formal Public Hearing and
will be more structured. I will have copies of all of the support information and agenda for you
at the meeting on Tuesday.
A special Thanks to Nat Tupper for his assistance and explanations at the Yarmouth Meeting
and Donna Damon for her explanations and support at the Chebeague Island meeting.

Happy 4th of July 4!!

Bill

William R. Shane, P.E.
Senior Engineer

Gorrill Palmer Consulting Engineers Inc.
P.O. Box 1237
15 Shaker Road
Gray, Maine 04039
207-657-6910 - Phone
207-657-6912- Fax
207-939-0807- Cell

7/3/02

Memorandum
To:

File

From: William R. Shane, Senior Engineer
Date: 6 /11/02
Re:

Wharf Road - Team Meeting

Participants:

Cumberland- Adam Ogden, Bob Benson, Donna Damon, Steve Moriarty
Yarmouth- Nat Tupper, Randy Perry
GP- Tom Gorrill, Bill Shane
MDOT- Andy MacDonald

Items agreed upon: Each Town Member listed above agreed upon the 36' radius for the circle and
the Diesel Fuel for the buses. The agreement was conditional upon explanation of the following
during the public meetings:
1. The low sulfur diesel engines and lowering the decibel level - explanation of the alternative fuel
sources and why they were eliminated.
Propane- RTP- John McNulty- 18 Passengers (1) - 26 passenger+

2 Tie Downs (2)

Will be changing to low sulfur diesel when trading in- Initially problems in winter

2. Elimination of backing buses down the hill and back up alarms
3. Smaller bus sizes- 200" vs., 276" Wheel base
4. Identifying Electric Buses and why they were eliminated from consideration
True Hybrids have not been developed in this size category - Diesel Electrics- The Current
Technology require buses to be plugged in at night- New York City Buses 40 long 102" wide
$400,000 each
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5. Limiting the idling time of the buses at the Wharf Head- Buses could stage at Blanchard Lot

Other Points of discussion:
NT- Design was best alternative not a compromise
DD- Design seems reasonable, would like to have input from CIC
SM- would like to meet with CIC to review design and buses
AM- CMAC money does not preclude the purchase of diesel buses.
AM- Cumberland should begin the process for bus purchasing
NT- Bike Rack & HC drop off Area, expansion of Sidewalk around the circle for Bus drop off
NT I DD- - Pay phone relocated by the wharf head
NT- Radius at Harmony Hill may want to be shrunk after speaking to homeowners to make the turn
a little less convenient
Public Meetings will be formatted as a 20-minute presentation followed by Q& A with speakers
being asked to come to a microphone. The committee believed a free flowing stand around the board
format would be too chaotic for the size of the anticipated crowd.
Bring Alternatives, but focus on the process on how we came to the Concept being presented.
Discuss the problems with circulation, safety, noise, etc.
AM- asked on the progress of the agreements for the Wharf and Blanchard lot between the Towns.
Randy and Steve have been working on a resolution.
MDOT will not participate in Pier Structure maintenance cost, but encouraged Town to continue
discussions with MDOT.
MDOT may entertain scheduling work for maintenance along with inspections if funded by Towns.
Life Cycle Costs will be forwarded to the Committee.
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Memorandum
To:

File

From: William R. Shane, Senior Engineer
Date: 6/13/02

Re:

Wharf Road Buses- RTP John McNulty

Pete Heffler - Metro

I spoke with John McNulty form Regional Transportation Program (RTP). He is the General Manager of the
organization. He has 2 propane buses - 18 passenger a 1995 cut-a-way that was a gas bus converted to propane and a
1999 propane Blue Bird- Trans shuttle. Seats 26 people configured to their needs. He has two tie downs with a lift. The
buses are configured also around insurance rates (20 or fewer has a lower rate then 20 or above).
John's experience has been positive with the propane buses. Initially the vehicles lacked power and acceleration. The
drivers had the feeling as though they were driving a bomb and didn't like driving the bus. In the winter they are parked
iuside. When the ambient air temperature falls below 14 degrees Fahrenheit, the propane begins to liquefy.. He sent the
buses to Rhode Island to have a heater element installed and has little'problems since. He stated the buses could reach 70
mph on the highway. They are now serviced on a regular basis at O'Connor's in Westbrook.
The Savings on the vehicle has been in maintenance not in fuel. Oil, plugs, filters, life of engine. The vehicles average 45 mpg.
He will not be converting to an all propane fleet because of maintenance, service and safety precautions needed to work
on the vehicles.
Spoke about Suburban Propane and their Fast fill pump island as being the first in southern Maine.
john spoke briefly about the Metro's electric buses, they were small shuttle buses for around town tips. He believed the
Metro was using 7-8 of the vehicles. They were not being used in the winter months. He felt it would not work well in
his fleet of 34 buses because of the demand and respond type of business. The Metro is more efficient because they can
plan their trips. Batteries are expensive for the electric buses and the maintenance is more difficult because of the lack of
trained mechanics who understand the theory and application of electric motors.
When he replaces the propane buses, he will be looking at low sulfur diesel and getting away from the propane buses.

Peter Heffler
I spoke to Peter regarding larger electric buses. Peter stated the 30'- 35' Hybrid buses are $275,000 each and they are a
capstone turbine parallel electric. Meaning they need to be plugged in at night to recharge. If they were a series electric
they would run on a diesel generating system and not need to be plugged in, but they are more expensive.
Peter informed me the city of New York will be purchasing 40 102" wide Orion Hybrids electric buses from Daimler
Chrysler at a cost of $400,000 each.
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Memorandum
To:

File

From: William R. Shane, Senior Engineer
Date: June 20, 2002

Re:

Wharf Road - Public Scoping Meeting - Yarmouth - Log Cabin

Committee
Participants:

Cumberland- Adam Ogden, Bob Benson, Donna Damon, Bill Stiles, Steve Moriarty
Yarmouth- Nat Tupper, Randy Perry
GP- Bill Shane
MDOT- Andy MacDonald, Tracy Perez
Town of Yarmouth

Paraphrased Comments from Public :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size seems to be driven by the bus
Protect Grandfathered Beach Access for Harmony Hill residents
Septic Tanks are located in embankment near proposed retaining wall
Looks like a Helicopter pad
Access to Hale property from Wharf Road for Fire Trucks
Ownership of Wharf?
Cost Sharing of Project?
Cost sharing of Maintenance to the deck?
Pile supported structure shown in a photo simulation- Pier 39 San Francisco
Lighting sidewalk with bollard style fixtures.
Prefer split rail fencing to chain link
Use smaller buses and more buses during peak times. Off peak, smaller buses would be
adequate.
Did you check into bus turntables and Mercedes Benz articulated buses and the costs?
Is this going to be another MDOT Warren Project with no support from the residents?
Like to see Lights on some type of Timer system
Can smaller buses be used in off-season since a smaller boat is used?
A car ferry without a wharf?
Eliminate all vehicles from Wharf Head
Enforcement
Visual Impact to the water a serious concern, Medium to High Value marine bed in the area.
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•
•
•
•
•

Doug Clark CTC president offered to listen to anyone if they had an issue with the CTC
operation 846-6089
Concerned about a fill and would its results be similar to those of Littlejohn Island with
limited flushing in the bay area blocked by causeway.
Car Free Area
Spruce Point Road not impacted by design
.
Facility has been designated by MDOT at this location, Yarmouth has been asked to assist in
the design of the facility (NT) not a compromise but best solution given the circumstance.

The Next Public Hearing will be set after the Committee has met to determine the number of
additional meetings needed.
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Memorandum
To:

File

From: William R. Shane, Senior Engineer

Date: June 27, 2002
Re:

Wharf Road - Public Scoping Meeting- Chebeague Island - Community Center

Committee Participants:

Cumberland- Donna Damon, Bill Stiles, Jeff Porter
GP- Bill Shane
MDOT- Andy MacDonald
Town of Cumberland
Wharf Road Area Residents

Paraphrased Comments from Public- Names as heard when given:
Jill Maloney• Long-term maintenance of the area, who will b~ responsible?
• Vandalism, how will it be addressed?
• Can a warming shed be built similar to Chandlers Wharf?
David
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hill
Was this part of the last MDOT Bond Issue?
Are improvements to the Blanchard Lot proposed with this project?
Will the Public have input into the Blanchard lot improvements?
Will the Town repeal the ordinance lifting weekend access to the Wharf?
Has the Rescue service been taken into account with design?
Will the Boulders in the ROW be moved near Harmony Hill Road?
Will the Design use engineering principles for sight distances and stopping distance?
Fencing near the wharf should be similar to wharf, chain link sandwiched between wood.
Lighting on timers not a good idea. Wharf lights used as navigational beacon for boaters
at night.
• Court ruling on ROW issues - what impact does that have on the project and does the
State support the County ROW plan?
• DEP has allowed Snow dumping into the harbor with other Towns, wil Yarmouth Dump
snow over the rail?

Mike Donovan
• Wharf Rood fence and repairs to it from winter damage- who is responsible?
• Access to private beach- will it be fenced over?
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Sue Hamerlin
• Concerned about the congestion at the Wharf
• If cars were prohibited then buses could get to the facility without any problem
• Will the design turn this into a Beach Parking lot?
• Concerned about filling over an environmentally sensitive area.
• Supports designing for water to flow under the structure to allow for the flushing
action
Betsy Whitman
• Alternative Fuel Buses- have they been looked at?
Don C.
• Will grade of the hill be lessened?
Al Trainor
• Cost of the facility?
No Name Given Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Is this an exercise in Fantasy or will it truly happen?
Is funding contingent upon the Towns agreeing on a Wharf Use policy?
Who will plow the sidewalk?
Lights are needed- big drop offs and potholes at the bottom of the hill.
Parking at Wharf Head needs to be enforced
Thank you for the Yarmouth Cousin's Island resident's for coming to the meeting and
shari1~. their concerns.
This is a vital transportation issue for Chebeague Island Residents
Can an area be constructed behind the sidewalk-unloading zone for storage of
packages and belongings while vehicles are being parked?
Can the pay phone be located closer to the Wharf?
Will utilities be underground?
People need to put their "stuff' when unloading somewhere. The design presented
doesn't address the importance of the issue of protecting ggods and materials
practicularily in inclement weather .
Can a shed be placed under the retaining wall area out of eye site?

Judy Ballard
• Is this a wide paved road with a striped sidewalk or a real sidewalk?
Bob Ernst
• If both Options Fill vs. Pile are equal in cost, why not go with the Pile Supported
Structure?
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Kathy McNeil
• Has seen people parking at the Wharf and leaving vehicles to fish or jump in boat.
Donna Damon
• Both Yarmouth and Cumberland are committed to working out a Wharf Agreement
and both sides are very close. Nat Tupper stated the prohibition for unloading
vehicles would be lifted with the new design.
Louise Doughty
• CTC has a policy to allow anyone fishing or picking up a passenger from Chebeague
to park in the lot at no charge to help minimize congestion at Wharf Head.
Garrett Hill
• Loading & Unlading buses often causes conflicts now, will areas be marked for buses
to load & unload?
• What is the Cost to CTC?
Barry
•
•
•

Shepley
Will construction allow access to wharf?
Will the project be phased?
Will discussion about the size and the impact be discussed at the next meeting?

James Cosie
• Will light be added to the shed at the end of the Wharf?
Bob Putnam
• Commercial fishermen need to access to the wharf when the ramps are pulled out.
Please keep in mind the fishermen with any modifications to the wharf. Can a gate be
installed after the Yarmouth Opening for the ramp is removed (for safety reasons)?
Presently, chain link fence is stretched over the opening.
Joan Roberts
• Why do we need another shed at the sidewalk?
Frank Durgin
• Concerns about busing getting down to the Wharf

Meeting Adjourned at 8:20 PM
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Jensen Baird
Gardner&Henry
, WALTER E. WEBBER
KENNETH M. COLE Ill
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK II. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL /1. NELSON
RICHARD H. SPENCER, JR.
AL/IN R. ATKINS
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLI/\M H. DALE
JOSEPII fl. GROFF 111
F. DRUCF: SLEEPER

DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY 111
PATRIC!/\ MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICHAEL J. QUINLAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE L. BURNS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
JEFFREY B. HERBERT
SUZANNE R. SCOTT
ANGELA G. CROCKER

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

M. DONALD GARDNER
MERTON G. HENRY

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAJNE 04112
(207) 775-7271
TELECOPIER (207) 775-7935

www.jbgh.com

JAMES E. KAPLA."'I
Of COUNSEL.

YORK COUNT(
OFFICE
l I MAJN STREET, SUITE 4

RAYMONDE. JENSEN

(707) 985-4676

(1908-20021

TELECOPIER J207198>4932

AENNE'THBAIRO
(191'-1987)

June 18, 2002
William L. Plouffe, Esq.
Drnmmond, Woodsum & MacMahon
245 Commercial Street
P.O. Box 9781
Portland, ME 04104-5081
Re: _ SAD 51 At/zletic Field Lease
Dear Bill:
Enclosed herewith please find the final form of the SAD 51 Twin Brook Lease. I could
not find it on our existing word processing so rather than e-mail it, I am sending the hard copy. I
think we have sent this back and forth so many times that it next to impossible to find the right
one but this, from my careful perusal of it, is the final draft since it has both the correct dates and
references the Mass Gathering Ordinance. By a copy of this letter I am sending it on to Scott
Poulin, pursuant to your instrnctions, for execution, and to Bob Benson as well.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Very trul yours,

K

eth M. Cole III

KMC/ab
Enclosure
cc:
Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Scott Poulin

~ Celebrating

Our 5()th Year~

-·..

..
LEASE

This Agreement made and entered into as of the

, 2002, by

day of

and between Town of Cumberland, a municipal corporation, of Cumberland, Cumberland
County and State of Maine, (hereinafter referred to as "Lessor") and Maine School
Administrative

District 51, of Cumberland,

Cumberland

County and State of Maine

(hereinafter referred to as "Lessee").
WITNESS
-

1.

ETH:

Premises.

In consideration of the covenants herein contained to be performed and observed
by Lessee, Lessor hereby leases to Lessee and Lessee hereby takes from Lessor, subject
to the terms and conditions herein set forth, certain premises designated as athletic fields
comprised of baseball fields, a softball field and multi-purpose

fields together with

appurtenant areas for dugouts, spectator seating and "foul territory" as shown on a

-·--

Conceptual Plan for Offsite":Fields Area at Twin Brooks attached-hereto as Exhibit A, and
such parking and access roads as may be included therein and as access thereto.
2.

Terms and Commencement Date.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the demised premises from January 1, 2002 until
December 31, 2011, but renev:.:able annually thereafter for so long as Lessee uses said
premises for its public, athletic purposes.

Lessor agrees that Lessee's improvements and continuing maintenance thereof as
detailed hereafter shall be deemed adequate rent for said premises ..

4.

Improvements.

Lessee shall construct and maintain said athletic fields at Lessee's sole expense,
including all necessary access roads, parking, drainage and utility connections,
which improvements
specifications
completed

shall be built substantially

attached

hereto

in a reasonable

as Exhibit

in accordance

B, all of which

time frame hereafter.

all of

with the plans

improvements

shall

and
be

Lessee further agrees not to install

lighting for night time play without the prior ,vritten consent of Lessor.
5.

Repairs and Maintenance.

Lessee agrees to pefform,
repairs and maintenance

at its expense, as soon as rea2onably possible,

all

to the demised premises, which said repairs and maintenance

shall be coordinated with Lessor's work on other facilities at Twin Brooks and shall be
done in a commensurate

manner.

Lessor and Lessee shall share equally the maintenance

cost of joint access and parking areas, including plowing as may be required for possible
winter use.

6.

-·..

Compliance With Regulations.

-·..

Lessee agrees to comply promptly with all laws, ordinances, requirements

and

regulations of the federal, state, county, municipal and other authorities, including the
Site Plan Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland,

and any insurance organizations

or

associations required by Lessor's insurance carrier.
7.

Fixtures and Equipment.

Any and all fixtures that are not part of the real estate or become affixed to the
demised premises by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property and be removed by Lessee at
any time at or before the end of the term hereof, provided, nevertheless, that Lessee shall
repair any damage to the demised premises caused by such removal.
improvements

Any permanent

or fixtures or personal property not removed by Lessee shall become the
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property of Lessor at the end of the term without additional consideration.
any permanent

affixed improvement

improvements,

shall not be removed

All fences and

and/or buildings shall be considered pennanent
once constructed

and shall become Lessor's

property at the end of the term.
8.

Utilities.

Lessee shall pay sewer, water, electrical,
services applicable to the demised premises.

telephone,

and other utilities

and

Lessor and Lessee shall administratively

agree on their respective share of any jointly billed and/or metered expense at the end of
each year.

Lessor shall not be liable for any interruption of the same in the demised

premises.

9.

Damage and Destruction.

In the event the demised premises or any part thereof shall be damaged

or

destroyed by fire, or ordered to be demolished by an action of any public authority in
consequence of a fire, or damaged or destroyed by other casualty, this Lease shall remain
in full force and effect.
10.

Indemnification, Insurance and Claims of Third Parties.

Lessor shall not be responsible

for any defect or change of condition m said

premises, nor for any damage thereto, nor to any person, nor to goods or things contained
therein due to any cause whatsoever except the act of negligence of the Lessor, and, to
the extent of its insurance and/or the Maine Tort Claims Act, the Lessee will indemnify
Lessor from any claims, demands, and actions arising in connection with Lessee's use of
the property, or the use by any person occupying said premises during the term hereof, or
by reason of any breach or non-performance

of any covenant herein, or the violation of

any law or regulation by the Lessee.
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Lessee further agrees that it will maintain throughout the term of this Lease
general liability insurance indemnifying Lessor as against all claims and demands for any
personal injuries to or death of any person, and damage to or destrnction or loss of
property which may have or be claimed to have incurred on the demised premises in an
amount not less than Four Hundred Thousand Dollars (£400,000.00) for injury to or
death of one person, One Million Dollars (S 1,000,000.00) for injury to or death of more
than one person in any single accident and for not less than Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000.00) for damages to or destruction or loss of another's property. Lessee's
obligation to indemnify Lessor shall not exceed the monetary limits of Lessee's policy.

11.

Subrogation.

Neither Lessor nor Lessee shall be liable to the other or any persons claiming
through the other by right of subrogation or otherwise for any damage either to the
demised premises, as to Lessor, or to the properties, fixtures or improvements of Lessee,
as to Lessee, from )}re or other casualty usually included ~~- the so-called standard
"extended coverage" endorsements as contained in fire insurance policies written in the
State of Maine, whether or not said damage was caused by negligence of Lessor or
Lessee, their respective servants, agents, employees or others.

12.

Cancellation.

In case the Lessee fails to perform or observe any of the covenants contained
herein on their part to be observed and performed for ten (10) days after notice by Lessor,
the Lessor may forthwith

terminate

or cancel this Lease by notifying

Lessee as

hereinafter provided, and upon such termination or cancellation the Lessee shall be liable
to the Lessor for all damages Lessor sustains by reason of Lessee's breach of covenant
and of such termination

or cancellation.

A waiver by the Lessor of any breach or

breaches by the Lessee of any one or more of the covenants or conditions hereof shall not
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bar forfeiture of any other rights or remedies of the Lessor for any subsequent breach of
any such or other covenants and conditions.
13.

Termination.

If at any time proceedings in bankruptcy, or pursuant to any other act for the relief
of debtors, shall be instituted by or against the Lessee, or if the Lessee shall compound
Lessee's debts or assign over Lessee's estate or effects for payment thereof, or if any
execution shall issue against the Lessee or any of Lessee's effects whatsoever insofar as
said execution may relate to the demised premises, or if a receiver or trustee shall be
appointed of the Lessee's property, or if this .Lease shall by operation of law, devolve
upon or pass to any person or persons other than Lessee personally, then and in each such
cases, the Lessor may terminate this Lease forthwith by notifying Lessee as herein
provided. Upon such termination all sums due and payable or to become due and payable
by Lessee shall at once become due and payable.
14.

Eminent Domain.

In the event all or substantially all of the demised premises are taken by an entity
other than Lessor by eminent domain, this Lease shall terminate and expire as of the date
of such taking.
15.

Use of Premises.

It is understood that the property leased will be used only in strict accordance with
local and state requirements, including, for example, the local mass gathering ordinance.

It is also understood that the property is being leased for athletic and outdoor use only by
the students, teachers,

guests and invitees of Lessee.

Lessor, acting through

its

Recreation Department, may, after prior consultation with the Lessee, acting through its
Athletic Department, have use of the athletic fields within the demised premises at times
which do not interfere with use by the Lessee, it being the intention of the parties that the
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fields shall also be used by the Cumberland Recreation Department and various groups
and/or programs that it sponsors or supports.

In the event that the Lessor uses the athletic

fields for its programs or allows such other groups to use the athletic fields, the Lessor
shall first meet the Lessee's reasonable requirements for indemnification

from damage

claims by the provision of liability insurance, security and protection of the fields from
extraordinary wear and tear.
16.

Notices.

Whenever
pursuant

notice shall be permitted

or required to be given to either party

to the terms of this Lease, it shall. be sent by registered_or

certified

mail

addressed to such party at such address as shall have been last designated in writing by
such party to the other. Lessor's present mailing address being designated as:
290 Tuttle Road,
Cumberland, Maine 04021.
Lessee's present mailing address being designated as:
357 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
17.

Successors and Assigns.

The conditions, covenants and agreements contained in this Lease to be kept and
performed by the parties hereto shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of said
respective

parties, their successors

covenants

running with the land and according to the laws of the State of Maine.

Wherever in this Lease reference

and assigns, and the same shall be construed

as

is made to either of the parties, it shall be held to

include and apply to the successors

and assigns of such party as if in each case so

expressed, unless the context requires otherwise and regardless of the number or gender
of such party.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this instrument the
day and year first above written.
SIGNED AND DELIVERED
IN THE PRESENCE OF:
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

By: __
Robert B. Benson
Town Manager

MAINE SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT 51

By: _________
Print Name: ______
Its _________
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_
_
_

The County of Cumberland
services
to all
citizens
manner.

is committed
to providing
equitably,
in a responsive

quality
and caring

COM:MISSIONERS' MEETING
MINUTES

June

10,

2002

The Board of Cumberland
County Commissioners,
Gary E. Plummer and
Esther
B. Clenott,
convened
a meeting
in Courtroom
1 on the above
date.
Commissioner
Richard
J. Feeney was absent
due to illness.
Chairperson
and the following

Plummer
business

called
the meeting
was conducted.

Minutes
of the regular
meeting
of May 22, 2002 approved
as written.

of May 28,

to

order

at

and special

7: 00 PM
meeting

Bob Devlin,
Deputy
County
Manager,
reported
that
Peter
Crichton,
County Manager,
was attending
an important
meeting
at
the Portland
Water District.
Commissioner
Clenott
requested
that
Captain
Royce Bartlett
forward
to her as soon as possible
an update
from Captain
Kevin
Joyce regarding
the status
of the laptop
computers
approved
at a
previous
meeting.
Chairperson
Plummer reported
that
he has recently
had three
opportunities
to speak regarding
Civic Center
issues.
02-58

Approval,

Revision

of

Office

Renovations

Mr.
Devlin
reported
that
this
was
a revision
of
the
previously
approved
office
space renovations.
He also noted
that
approval
is needed to begin the RFP process
for this
project.
Bruce Tarbox,
Facilities
Manager,
reviewed
the revised
plan,
which would now be one first
floor
renovated
space and one under
the center
stairwell;
the first
plan was for two spaces
under
the
stairwell.
The first
plan
was estimated
at $26,000;
this
new
plan· would be only
$20,000.
He recommended
that
funding
be
$12,000
from the .CIP account
for Court
renovations,
and $8,000
from 11-105-6603.
He also requested
permission
to put out an RFP
for the HVAC system needed for this project.
Motion by Chairperson
Plummer to approve
the revised
plan,
approve
the
$20,000
funding
as recommended,
with
permission
granted
to put
out
an RFP for
the
HVAC system.
Second
by
Commissioner
Clenott,
so voted.
02-59

Authorization,

Tobacco

Captain
Bartlett
reviewed
Department
of Highway
Safety

Grant

Application,

the request
to
Tobacco
Grant

1

CCSO

apply for the Maine
in the
amount
of.

$7,500.
He reviewed
the grant,
which the County has received
for
the last
few years.
The funds are used to hire off-duty
deputies
to patrol
locations
where youths
use or buy tobacco
products
and
for anti-smoking
projects
involving
youths.
There was no fiscal
impact
on the County;
there
are no matching
funds
required
to
receive
the grant.
Motion
by Commissioner
Clenott
to authorize
the
CCSO to
apply for the grant.
Second by Chairperson
Plummer, so voted.
02-60

Examination

of

Sheriff's

and Chief

Deputy's

Bonds

Chairperson
Plummer
reported
that
each
June,
the
Commissioners
were
required
by statute,
and directed
by the
District
Attorney,
to examine and approve
these bonds.
Motion by Chairperson
Plummer to approve
the Sheriff's
and
Chief
Deputy's
bond coverage,
finding
it
adequate
and in full
force through
the policy
coverage
of the MCCA Risk Pool.
Second
by Commissioner
Clenott,
so voted.
02-61

Request

for

Deputy

Sheriff

Commission

The following
request
for
deputy
sheriff
commissions
was
received
from Sheriff
Dion:
Royce Bartlett,
Donald
Foss,
and
Richard
Gagliano,
CCSO; Allen
Andrews,
Todd Bernard,
Joseph
Dell'Aquila,
Robert Libby,
and Frank Stepnick,
South Portland
PD;
Jason
Andrews
and Matthew
Cyr,
Windham PD; Adam Baker,
Chad
Carleton,
Scott
Hill,
Adam Lewis,
Robert
Mayer, Aaron Skofield,
and Doug Watson,
Sagadahoc
County
SO; David
Grover,
Joseph
Giacomantonio,
Angelo
Mazzone,
Ronald
Nelson,
Eugene
O'Neill,
Ricky Rouse,
and Steven
Thibodeau,
Scarborough
PD; Wayne Geyer
and Steven
Hamilton,
Falmouth
PD; Paul Powers,
Freeport
PD; Dana
Thompson and Daniel Young, Gorham PD; and Daniel Ross, MDEA.
Approved
on the
motion
of Commissioner
Clenott
and the
second of Chairperson
Plummer.
No further

business

con::::::'.
2Xourn

7:14

at

TimWn9 J.-;-:rvis
Deputy Clerk
Next regu~ar

meeting:

Monday,

June

2

24,

2002 at

7:00

PM.

PM.

Emergency

CUMBERLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

829-3120

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Business
829-6391

"To Protect and Serve"

Fax
829-4214
829-2211

Joseph J. Charron
Chief

Mr. Robert Benson
Town Manager,
Town of Cumberland

June 12, 2002

Dear Mr. Benson,

In July of 2000, the Cumberland Police Department conducted a fundraiser to raise
funds for the programs Officer Dalbec provides to the community youth. That event
raised approximately $12,000.00 and culminated in a baseball game between the
department and the Red Sox alumni. The game was a huge success and was attended by
approximately 300 residents.
During that fund raising event several calls from community members to council
members and the department inquiring as to the legitimacy of the solicitation were
received. Because of the potential for calls to be received I advised you that I would be
seeking council approval before conducting another fundraiser. I have been approached
by East Coast Marketing to schedule an event for this summer/early fall. I am seeking
input from the council as to their support or objection to the fundraiser during the next
council meeting.
I thank you in advance for your attention to this matter and will make myself available
to discuss this with you.

Respectfully,

k~c✓~~
u~s~~h
J. Charron
Chief of Police

STATE
DEPARTMENT
11 STATE

OF MAINE
OF HUMAN
HOUSE

AUGUSTA,

S ERVICl'S

STATION
MAINE

0·1333-0011
ANGUS S. KING, JR.

KEVIN W. CONCANNON

GOVEAMOA

To:

From:

co~u.uss10~,eA

Town Managers and Municipal Officers and Municipal Officers and Municipal
Officers
Kathleen Gensheimer, MD, MPH, State Epidemiologist, Division of
Disease Control, Maine Bureau of Health

Subject: Request for Assistance from Maine Town Managers and Municipal Officers and
Municipal Officers to distribute educational materials on West Nile Virus
(WNV).

Date:

June 4, 2002

..

Since 1999 when West Nile Virus was first identified in New York City, the virus has
spread to 28 other States. To date, there have been one hundred forty-nine cases of
severe disease, eighteen of which were fatal, diagnosed nationwide. Persons over the age
of 55 are at highest risk for serious illness.
During 200 l, with the assistance of Animal Control officers and other participating
groups, the Bureau of Health collect~.d over 600 dead birds; seven of which tested
positive for West Nile Virus. Virus positive birds were found in Sabattus, Southl3erwick,
and Portland. We expect to see WNV extend to other parts of Maine during the coming
summer months and are asking Maine citizens to call our-toll free number to report dead
bird sightings (l-888-697-5846).
Beginning on May 20, 2002, the Bureau of Health will begin its West Nile virus
surveillance activities. We have enclosed the following handouts for your reference.
• Advice for Personal Protection
• Frequently Asked Questions
• General Information
• How to Report a Dead Bird
• Poster on How to Protect Yourself from West Nile virus
The Bureau of Health is requesting the assistance of Maine Town Managers and
Municipal Officers and Municipal Officers to distribute and display these educational
materials that we have provided. This will help us in our efforts to educate people about
the bird surveillance system and how they can protect themselves from West Nile Virus.
Please feel free to reproduce these materials.

Municipalities will undoubtedly be receiving inquiries from their residents regarding
WNV and how to prevent its emergence as a potential public health threat. At this point
in time, we are not recommending environmental insecticide use to prevent human cases
of WNV. We do strongly recommend the use of personal protection, including the use of
insect repellant and appropriate clothing. When a trend of increasing or significant WNV
activity is identified in a specific geographical area in Maine, the Bureau of Health will
confer with local municipalities to detem1ine if the risk of human disease warrants a
recommendation for adult ground-level mosquito control. Factors that will be
considered include the time of the year, mosquito population abundance and proximity of
virus activity to at-risk population groups.
We will keep in touch with towns over the summer months, as more surveillance data
becomes available, so that together, we can address specific concerns in potential highrisk areas. Inquiries concerning home and/or municipality pesticide use should be
directed to the Maine Board of Pesticide Control at 287-2731.
For more information, contact the Bureau of Health, Division of Disease Control at (207)
287-5301 or visit our website at http://www.state.pie.us/dhs/boh/ddc/westni~:..htm

West Nile Virus: Advice on Personal Protection
(Adapted from materials supplied by the New York State Bureau of Health)

Since 1999 when West Nile Virus was first identified in New York City, the virus has spread to 28 other
States. To date, there have been one hundred forty-nine cases. of severe disease, eighteen of which
were fatal, diagnosed nationwide. Persons over the age of 50 are at higher risk for serious illness.
During 2001, with the assistance of Animal Control officers and other participating groups, the Bureau of
Health collected over 600 birds; seven of which tested positive for the virus. Virus positive birds were
found in Sabattus, South Berwick, and Portland. We expect to see WNV extend to other parts of Maine
during the coming summer months.
Although the chances of a person becoming ill are small, there are some simple steps you can take to
reduce this risk. The Maine Bureau of Health and other state agencies are working to improve
awar-eness about West Nile Virus. This handout provides the public with information on how to protect
themselves and their families from the mosquito born irHE!ction.
While it is not necessary to limit any outdoor activities, you can reduce your risk of mosquito bites by
adopting the following personal protection measures:
•
•
•

Avoid being outdoors during peak periods of mosquito activity, such as dawn and dusk.
Wear shoes and socks, long pants and a long-sleeved shirt when mosquitoes are most active.
Consider using a mosquito repellent, according to directions on the label.

CONTROL MOSQUITOES IN AND AROUND YOUR HOME
Many mosquitoes need standing water to lay their eggs. To reduce the mosquito population in and
around your home, reduce or eliminate standing water by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disposing of tin cans, plastic containers, ceramic pots or similar water-holding containers.
Removing all leaf debris and keeping brush trimmed.
Drilling holes in the bottoms of all recycling containers that are kept outdoors.
Making sure roof gutters drain properly, and cleaning clogged gutters in the spring and fall.
Turning over plastic wading pools and wheelbarrows when not in use.
Changing the water in bird baths and animal dishes frequently.
Reguarly cleaning and chlorinating swimming pools, outdoor saunas and hot tubs.
Draining water from pool covers.
Using landscaping to eliminate standing water that collects on your property.

The Maine Bureau of Health is using dead bird sightings and laboratory testing of birds to help track West
Nile virus. If you see a dead bird, call toll-free: 1-888-697-5846 to report the incident. Although not all
birds will be collected and tested, such reports will be used for monitoring the spread of the virus within
Maine.

Proper Use of DEET
DEET - - the chemical N, N-diethyl-m-toluamide - is an insect repellent that can reduce· the risk of
mosquito bites but must be used with caution. Be aware of the possible adverse health effects when
making decisions about DEET. Products containing DEET have been occasionally associated with some
health problems (skin reactions, including rash, swelling and itching; eye irritation; and, less frequently,
slurred speech, confusion and seizures) when used in excessive amounts. The Bureau of Health
recommends the following prec_autionswhen using repellents containing DEET:
■

■
■

■
■
■

■

■
■

■

Store out of the reach of children and read all instructions on the label before applying.
Do NOT allow young children to apply DEET themselves.
Do NOT apply DEET directly to children. Apply to your own hands and then put it on the child.
(According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, repellents used on children should contain no
more than 10 percent DEET).
When applying DEET, avoid the child's face and hands.
Avoid prolonged and excessive use of DEET. Use sparingly to cover exposed skin: do NOT treat
unexposed skin. Adults should use no more than 30% concentration of DEET.
Do NOT apply repellents in enclosed areas.
Do NOT apply directly to your face.
DEET can be applied to clothing, but may damage some synthetic fabrics and plastics.
Wash all treated skin and clothing after returning indoors.
If you believe you or a child is having an adverse reaction to a repellent containing DEET, wash
the treated area immediately and call your healtl\ care provider or local poison control center.

For more information about West Nile virus contact the Bureau of Health, Division of Disease
Control at (207) 287-5301 or visit our website at http://www.state.me.usidhs/boh/ddc/westniic;.;;:;;1
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West Nile Virus: Frequently Asked Questions
(Adapted from materials supplied by the New York State Bureau of Health)

th

Beginning on May 20 , the Maine Bureau of Health will renew West Nile Virus (WNV) surveillance
activities. During 2001, with the assistance of Animal Control officers and other participating groups, the
Bureau of Health collected over 600 birds; seven of which tested positive for the virus. Virus positive
birds were found in Sabattus, South Berwick, and Portland. We expect to see WNV extend to other parts
of Maine during the coming summer months. Since 1999 when WNV was first identified in New York City,
the virus has spread to 28 other States. To date, there have been one hundred forty-nine cases of
severe disease, eighteen of which were fatal, diagnosed nationwide.
The Maine Bureau of Health and other State agencies are working to improved awareness about West
Nile Virus. Although the chance of a person becoming ill is small, there are some simple steps you can
take to reduce the risk. This handout provides· inforJl:lation on ways in which Mainers can protect
themselves and their families from this mosquito borne infection.
WHAT IS THE MAINE BUREAU OF HEALTH DOING ABOUT WEST NILE VIRUS?
The Maine Bureau of Health has developed a surveillance system to track the emergence of West Nile
virus in Maine._ By tracking the spread of the virus, prevention efforts can be better focused to help
educate the public on ways in which they can protect themselves and their families from the disease.
WHAT IS WEST NILE VIRUS?
West Nile virus is a mosquito-borne infection that can cause serious illness. Although chances of a
person getting sick are small, there are some simple steps you can take to reduce your risk of being
bitten by mosquitoes.
WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF WEST NILE VIRUS?
Mild cases of West Nile infections may include a slight fever an.d/orheadache. More severe infections are
marked by a rapid onset of a high fever, headache, body aches, disorientation, tremors, and convulsions.
In more severe cases, paralysis or deaths have occurred. Symptoms occur from 5 to 15 days after
exposure. There is no specific treatment, other than treating the symptoms and providing supportive care.
WHO IS AT HIGHEST RISK FOR BECOMING SERIOUSLY ILL?
Persons who are at highest risk for serious illness are persons over the age of 50. Healthy children and
adults are at low risk for infection.
DO ALL MOSQUITOES TRANSMIT DISEASE?
No. Most mosquitoes do not transmit disease. While there are about 40 different species of mosquitoes
in Maine, only certain species have been associated.with West Nile virus.
WHERE DO MOSQUITOES LIVE AND BREED?
Mosquitoes lay their eggs in moist areas, such as standing water. The eggs become larvae that remain
in the water until the adults mature and fly off. Weeds, tall grass and shrubbery provide an outdoor home
for adult mosquitoes. They can also enter houses through unscreened windows or doors, or broken
screens. Many mosquitoes will breed in containers that hold water, such as flowerpots or discarded tires.

WHEN ARE MOSQUITOES MOST ACTIVE?
Some mosquitoes are most active between dusk and dawn, when the air is calm. However, others will
feed at any time of day.

WHAT BIRD(S) CAN CARRY WEST NILE VIRUS?
In many parts of the northeast, most West Nile virus-positive birds have been American crows. Many
other birds--jays, sparrows, robins and others-can become infected. The Maine Bureau of Health is using
sightings and testing of all types of birds to track West Nile virus, so it's important to report any dead birds
to the Bureau of Health. Not all dead birds need to be tested for West Nile virus. There is no evidence
that birds can transmit West Nile virus to people, but gloves should be worn when handling any dead bird
or.animal.
CAN MY PET BE INFECTED?

West Nile virus has been confirmed in some domestic animals, including pet birds, dogs and
cats. Horses can become seriously ill, if infected. It is important to remember that birds and
animals cannot transmit West Nile virus to people. For questions about WNV in pets and other
domestic animals, contact one of the State Veterinarians at the Department of Agriculture at 207
287-7613 or 207 287-7615.
HOW CAN I PROTECT MY FAMILY AND MYSELF?
•
Dispose of tin cans, plastic containers, ceramic pots or similar water-holding containers.

•
•

Remove all discarded tires on your property, as they can provide sites for significant- mosquito
breeding activity.
·
Drill holes in the bottoms of recycling containers that are kept outdoors.

•

Make sure roof gutters drain properly, and clean clogged gutters in the spring and fall.

•

Remove leaf debris and keep brush trimmed.

•
•
•

Turn over plastic wading pools and wheelbarrows when not in use.
Change the water in birdbaths and animal dishes frequently.
Clean vegetation and_q-~brisfrom edges of ponds.

•

Clean and chlorinate swimming pools, outdoor saunas and hot tubs.

•

Drain water from pool covers.

•

Use landscaping to eliminate standing water that collects on your prop~rty.

SHOULD WE STAY INDOORS?
It is not necessary to limit any outdoor activities. However, you can and should try to reduce your risk of
being bitten by mosquitoes. In addition to reducing standing water in your yard, make sure all windows
and_doors have screens, and that all screens are in good repair. In addition,

•
•

Wear shoes, socks, long pants and a long-sleeved shirt when outdoors for long periods of time,
or when mosquitoes are most active.
Avoid being outdoors during times when mosquitoes are most active, such as dawn and dusk.

•

Consider the use of mosquito repellent, use according to directions.

WHAT ELSE CAN WE DO?
In addition to reducing potential breeding sites on your own property, you can encourage your neighbors,
local businesses and municipal agencies to do so as well. You can also work with local service; labor,
religious and fraternal organizations to promote community-wide clean up activities.
For more information about West Nile virus, contact the Bureau of Health, Division of Disease
Control at (207) 287-5301 or visit our website at http://www.state.me.us/dhs/boh/ddc/westnile.htm
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Maine West Nile Virus: General Information
(Adapted from materials supplied by the New York State Bureau of Health)

West Nile Virus History
Since 1999 when West Nile virus was first identified in New York City, the virus has
spread to 28 other States. To date, there have been one hundred forty-nine cases of
severe disease, eighteen of which were fatal, diagnosed nationwide. During 2001, with
the assistance of Animal Control officers and other participating groups, the Bureau of
Health collected over 600 birds; seven of which tested positive for the virus. Virus
positive birds were found in Sabattus, South Berwick, and Portland. We expect to see
WNV extend to other parts of Maine during the coming summer months.

The Maine Bureau of Health and other State agencies are working to improve
awareness about this new disease and to suggest ways ir:i which Mainers can protect
themselves and their families from this mosquitq borne infection.
Mosquito Facts
Mosquitoes are small flying insects that feed on human and animal blood or plant juices.
Only female mosquitoes bite to get a blood meal for their growing eggs. Mosquitoes are
generally conside_red a nuisance pest, but occasionally can transmit disease. While
there are about 40 different mosquitoes in Maine, most mosquitoes do not transmit
West Nile virus.
Where They Live and Breed
Many types of mosquitoes lay their eggs in standing water around the home. Weeds,
tall grass and shrubbery provide an outdoor home for adult mosquitoes, which also may
enter houses through unscreened windows or doors, or broken screens. Many
mosquitoes will breed in containers that hold water, such as flower pots or discarded
tires.
Symptoms of West Nile Virus
Mild cases of West Nile infection may include a slight fever and/or headache. Severe
infections are marked by a rapid onset of a high fever, head and body aches, which
usually occur five to 15 days after exposure. There is no specific treatment of viral
infections, other than to treat the symptoms and provide supportive care. Those who are
at highest risk of becoming seriously ill from West Nile virus infection are persons who
are over the age of 50. Healthy children and adults are at very low risk for infection.
When Mosquitoes Are Most Active
Some mosquitoes are most active between dusk and dawn when the air is calm, and
that is when the females are most likely to bite. However, others will feed at any time of
day.

Reporting Dead Birds
Keeping track of the number of dead birds helps public health officials monitor the
human health risk for West Nile virus .If you see a dead bfrd, contact the toll-free Bird
Reporting Line at 1-888-697-5846. Note: Even though not ALL dead birds will be
collected or tested, all reports will be recorded and will help public health officials
monitor the spread of West Nile virus in Maine.
Protecting Your Home
Mosquitoes can develop in any standing water that lasts more than 4 days. To reduce
the mosquito population around your home and property, reduce or eliminate. all
standing water and debris by:
■ Disposing of tin cans, plastic containers, ceramic pots or similar water-holding
containers.
■ Clearing brush from around your home
■ Removing all discarded tires on your property. Used tires have become the most
common mosquito-breeding site in the country.
■ Drilling holes in the bottoms of recycling'containers.that are kept outdoors.
■ Making sure roof gutters drain properly, and cleaning clogged gutters in the
spring and fall.
■ Turning over plastic wading pools and wheelbarrows when not in use.
■ Changing the water in birdbaths
■ Cleaning vegetation and debris from the edges of ponds.
■ Cleaning and chlorinating swimming pools, outdoor saunas and hot tubs.
■ Draining water from pool covers.
■ Using landscaping to eliminate stagnant water that collects on your property.
Protecting Yourself
Most mosquitoes in Maine do not transmit disease. Unless you are at high risk for
infection, it is not necessary to limit any outdoor activities. Those who are at highest risk
of becoming seriously ill from West Nile virus .infection are the elderly and persons with
weakened immune systems.
■

■
■
■

Avoid being outdoors at dusk and dawn, the times when mosquitoes are most
active.
Wear shoes and socks, long pants and a long-sleeved shirt when outdoors for
long periods of time.
Consider the use of mosquito repellent, according to directions, when it is
necessary to be outdoors.
Make sure all windows and doors in your home have screens, and that all
screens are in good repair.

For more information about West Nile virus contact the Bureau of Health,
Division of Disease Control at (207) 287-5301 or visit our web address at
http://www.state.me.us/dhs/boh/ddc/westnile.htm
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Questions and Answers: Reporting and Testing
Dead Birds.for West Nile Virus Surveillance in
2001 (Adapted from materials supplied by the New York State Bureau of Health)
(Toll-Free Reporting Line: 1-888-697-5846)

th

Beginning on May 20 , the Maine Bureau of Health will renew West Nile Virus (WNV) surveillance
activities. During 2001, with the assistance of Animal Control officers and other participating groups, the
Bureau of Health collected over 600 birds; seven of which tested positive for the virus. Virus positive
birds were found in Sabattus, South Berwick, and Portland. We expect to see WNV extend to other parts
of Maine during the coming summer months. Since 1999 when WNV was first identified in New York City,
the virus has spread to 28 states.
The Maine Bureau of Health and other state agencies are working to improve awareness about West Nile
Virus. This handout provides more detailed information on how to report sightings of dead birds, and how
to assist the Bureau of Health in obtaining appropriate specimens for testing.
WHY DOES THE BUREAU OF HEALTH WANT TO TEST DEAD BIRDS? If WNV is present in an area,
the first indication of WNV is often seen in the deaths of infected birds. Testing of birds at the Maine
Health and Environmental Testing Laboratory can identify the virus. Tracking the numbers and locations
of bird deaths can also provide valuable information, even when testing is not done. When WNV is
identified in an area, it provides information that can be used to help prevent illnesses in people, and it
also helps in long-term planning to decrease risk of infection.

-WHAT IS THE TOLL-FREE NUMBER TO CALL TO REPORT DEAD OR DYING BIRDS?-The number is
1-888-697-5846, and is toll-free from anywhere in Maine. The line is staffed from 8am to 5pm Monday
1
through Friday, beginning on May 20th and continuing thro~gh October 26 \
If you call after hours,
please leave a message on the answering machine, and we will return your call on the morning of the
next working day.
WHAT INFORMATION DO YOU NEED WHEN I CALL? We would like to get as much of the following
information as we can: the species (type) of bird(s) that you have seen; the date and time it was first
noticed; the street address where it was seen; whether there was any obvious injury to the bird; and the
condition of the carcass (decayed or rotted, eyes visible, body still whole).
IF A WEST NILE-INFECTED BIRD IS FOUND IN MY COMMUNITY, DOES THIS INDICATE ANY
PARTICULAR RISK TO ME OR TO MY FAMILY? No. It is simply an indication that the virus may be
present in the general area and that it is being transmitted between mosquitoes and birds. Further
evaluation by biologists and public health specialists is done when an infected bird is identified to
determine what risk, if any, is present to people in the area of the state where the bird is found. (Note:
Even in areas where WNV has been epidemic, few mosquitoes are infected and very few people bitten by
infected mosquitoes become seriously ill.)
WILL YOU WANT TO TEST THE BIRD FOR WEST NILE VIRUS? At the current time we are interested
in testing as many birds as possible for West Nile Virus. Some birds, however, are not testable because
the carcass is decayed, or because it is not possible to get the carcass to the laboratory in Augusta within
a reasonable period of time after it's death. Later in the season, it is possible that we will begin limiting
testing to birds of certain species, or from particular areas of the state.

ARE ANY SPECIES OF BIRD OF PARTICULAR INTEREST OR IMPORTANCE? Certain bird species
that are more sensitive to WNV are of special importance in testing. These include crows and jays.

IF YOU WANT TO TEST THE BIRD, HOW WILL IT BE TRANSPORTED TO THE LABORATORY? If
testing is considered appropriate, we will ask you if you are able to transport the bird specimen to a
nearby veterinarian's office, warden station, or animal shelter for temporary frozen storage. If not, we will ·
try to make special arrangements to have the bird picked up at your residence (or other site at which it is
found), with the cooperation of a local animal control officer, public safety office, or courier. Participation
in this process by the caller or by any local agency is strictly voluntary and depends on the availability of
personnel emergency priorities and other considerations. Our general approach is to try and get the bird
carcass to a local animal shelter, veterinary office, or warden station where it can be frozen or refrigerated
until a courier can bring it to the State laboratory in Augusta. In any individual case, it is very possible that
logistical considerations will make transport and testing too difficult to complete. If we are unable to
provide pick-up for the specimen, we would ask you to dispose of the dead bird safely.
HOW CAN DEAD BIRDS BE HANDLED SAFELY? There is no evidence that WNV can be transmitted
directly from infected birds to humans. Nevertheless, it is always important not to touch any animal
carcass with bare hands. Use disposable plastic or rubber gloves to handle the carcass and place it
inside of a clear plastic bag. Place the plastic bag inside of a second clear plastic bag to avoid leakage. If
you do not have gloves, handle the carcass with another plastic bag. Do not put the carcass in your home
freezer or in any refrigeration device also used for food.
CAN I PUT THE BIRD CARCASS IN THE TRASH? Yes, you can dispose of the carcass once it is
placed into a plastic bag as described above. If you choose, the carcass may instead be buried (it should
be buried at least 3 feet deep).

IF I REPORT A BIRD ON A WEEKEND _.OR HOLIDAY, WILL SOMEONE GET .BACK TO ME? The
reporting line is not monitored on nights, weekends, or holidays. Hence, your call will not be returned until
the next V{orking day. If you have found a bird, put it into a plastic bag (as described above), please call
the toll-free reporting line with that information, and place the bag in a cool spot outside, if possible. If you
have not received a call back within 36 hours of your call, please dispose of the bird as described above.

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I SEE A DYING BIRD OR A BIRD EXHIBITING UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR?
If the bird is suffering (or you have some other special concern about the situation), you should contact
your local animal control officer or a warden. If an ill or dying bird is later noted to be dead, please call the
toll-free Reporting Line.
HOW LATE IN THE SEASON WILL YOU BE REQUESTING CALLS TO THE REPORTING LINE?
The line will close for this season October 26th. After that time, any questions about WNV should be
directed to the Division of Disease Control at (207) 287-5301.

IF I HAVE REPORTED A BIRD THAT IS SUBMITTED FOR TESTING, HOW COULD I LEARN THE
TEST RESULTS?
The testing process can take as long as 2 weeks. All test results will be posted on the Bureau of Health's
website. Names and address of callers will not be posted on the website.
For more information about West Nile virus, contact the Bureau of Health, Division of Disease
Control at (207) 287-5301 or visit our website at ht'.p:!iwww.state.rne.us/dhs/ooii1ddc/westnile.r.m~
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West Nile Virus is spread by the bite of an infected
mosquito. Reduce your risk of mosquito bites by
doing the following:
•
•
•
•

Wear long-sleeve shirts.
Wear long pants.
Wear socks and shoes.
Consider using insect repellent according to the directions on
the label.
• Avoid being outdoors at dusk and dawn when mosquitoes are
most active.
• Keeping door, porch and window screens in good condition
to help keep mosquitoes out of the house

Angus S. King, Jr. - Governor
Kevin Concannon - Commissioner
Dora Anne Mills, MD - Bureau Director
Lani Graham - Acting Bureau Director
In accordance with federal laws, the Maine Department of Human Services does not discriminate on the basis of sex, age, color or national origin or
disability in admission or access to, or treatment or employment in its programs and activities. The Department of Affirmative Action Coordinator has been
designated to coordinate our efforts to comply with and implement these federal laws and can be contacted for further information at:
221 State Street, Augusta, Maine 04333.
(207) 287-3488 (voice) or (207) 287-4479 (TIY)
Appropriation 0 13-I0A-2504-032
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By Muriel L. Hendrix
tate response to browntail
moth and to mosquitoes
that are potential vectors for
West Nile Virus has residents polarized in coastal communities, especially in areas where browntail
moth is thriving this year and
where WNV-positive dead birds
were discovered last fall.
Any talk of spraying for either
creates concern about unintended
effects sprays might have on
marine life, particularly lobsters.
Lobstermen
have
avidly
opposed sprays of any nature dimilin for browntail moths, other
insecticides or larvicides for mosquito control. Because of their concern, lobstermen have helped scientists from the Maine Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) put
out lobsters in cages near areas
sprayed for browntail moth. After
aerial spraying of dimilin was completed, the lobsters were returned
to the DMR lab and observed until
they molted.
Carl Wilson, scientist with
DMR, says that people fear the
sprays will interfere with the lobsters' molting. "Dimilin is a chitin
inhibitor," he explained, "and could
prevent lobsters from forming
shells." However, he says, so far, laboratory monitoring of juvenile lob-

S

aerial

sters placed in spray areas has not
shown any discernible difference
in the ability of these lobsters to
grow new shells.
This year, eight lobstermen in
Zone F helped Wilson and a professor from Southern Maine Technical
College place 125 lobsters around
Casco Bay next to towns where
spraying was conducted: Freeport,
Cumberland, Falmouth, Yarmouth
and Brunswick (Mere Point).
"We placed the lobsters in the
areas where we expected the highest number of passes by the spray
plane," Wilson says. In response to
requests
by
the
Maine
Lobstermen's
Association,
this
year's experiments included both
juvenile and much smaller fourth
stage lobsters so the latter can be
observed through several stages of
molting.
Also, Wilson says, "there was a
small army of fishermen and mysdf
crawling around at 5 a.m. setting
up cards in advance of the planes
coming to spray." These cards,
placed next to spray areas, were
specially treated to indicate if the
dimilin drifted out of the designated area into the 150-foot buffer
zones measured from high tide
mark inland. So far, Wilson has
observed that very few cards
showed indication of spray. "From
what I saw, the pilot did a heck of a

spray

projec~s

job," he says.
Richard Bradbury, the entomologist with the Maine Forest
Service who has coordinated the
spray program, says it is at best limited because legally, residents are
allowed to opt out, and when they
do, the fragmentation decreases
the effectiveness of the spraying
program. "It's been a difficult, frustrating issue," Bradbury admits. "We
aren't sure if we will do it again."
Bradbury is encouraged by
preliminary results of an alternative,
experimental
program
designed to eradicate browntail
moth: spraying a baculovirus which
occurs naturally and attacks only
browntail moth larvae. The virus,
used successfully in England to
control browntail infestations, is
not harmful to humans or lobsters.
Experiments are necessary, though,
to determine if the virus can be as
effective in the Maine climate.
Dr. Jim Slavicek, a scientist
with the U.S. Forest Service,
applied the baculovirus in two
small areas of the Bowdoin College
Coastal Studies Center property in
Harpswell. Bradbury says his initial
observations show the virus is
working very well, with about 90
percent mortality of caterpillars
two or three weeks after the virus
was applied. "So far, it looks good,"
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 2
he says. "If it continues to work
well, we'll test for another year and
also see if we can produce the virus
on a larger scale." He adds that it is
possible scientists could encourage
the virus to spread on its own by
introducing it into small sections,
such as every tenth of a mile, of a
large area where the browntail is
thriving.
Bradbury emphasized that it
takes a lot of time to do research
that can be conducted only once
each year when the caterpillars are
present. "It's likely several years
away before we can use the virus
on a large scale," he says, "but if we
can, it will provide tremendous
benefits to people in the areas that
have browntail."
Meanwhile,
residents
of
Harpswell and other towns are putting up with huge infestations of
browntail, with caterpillars covering decks and yards. "It's creepy,"
one Harpswell fisherman said.
Weather conditions will determine
the extent of irritation residents
experience from caterpillar hairs
when the larvae sheds it's skin and
hairs. "If it's dry and those hairs are
windborne, it's the worst time for
folks," Bradbury says. "With rain, the
hairs get washed down to the

ground. They stay there and people
are not exposed to them as much."

West Nile Virus
In
a
recently
issued
Operational Plan for West Nile Virus
in 2002, the state's West Nile
Working Group, a 22-member multiagency task force convened in 1999
to develop policy regarding WNY,
reiterated its reluctance to use adulticides or larvicides to control mos- ·
quitoes. Members recognize that
unlike other states in New England,
spraying has never been a priority
in Maine - "Maine has never had a
mosquito control program, as mosquitoes have historically been
viewed as part of our landscape,"
the report states.
The group is spending the
greater part of a $200,000 grant
received from Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) on
educating citizens about proactive
measures they can take to control
mosquitoes and prevent bites. It has
developed fact sheets on WNV that
include information on personal
protection,
mosquito
control
around the home, recommendations against utilizing pesticides in
yards and information on the dead
bird surveillance system. These
sheets have been distributed to
towns, campgrounds, youth ·camps,
veterinarians, parks and to agencies
that serve senior citizens in the
state.
The group is especially con-

cerned about environmental damage if residents purchase pesticides
at the retail level and apply them
haphazardly
around the home.
Instead, the working group continues to urge residents to take precautions to help prevent mosquito
bites such as cleaning up mosquito
breeding areas around their homes,
keeping grass and bushes welltrimmed,
wearing
long-sleeved
shirts and long pants when outdoors and applying insecticide to
exposed areas of skin. A complete
list of recommendations is available
at the Bureau of Health's web site,
http://janus.state.me. us/dhs/boh/d
dc/westnile.htm.
Since data in other states indicates that dead birds, particularly
crows, are the best preliminary
indicator for the presence of WNV,
the Working Group will test dead
birds for WNV again this summer. It
asks citizens to report dead birds to
the toll free line, 888-697-5846. It
also will continue mosquito surveys
to increase scientists' understanding of the mosquito species present
in Maine and track the presence of
those known to be WNV vectors,
particularly
in southern
Maine
where seven WNV-positive birds
were found last fall. Members of the
group's
Mosquito
Surveillance
Committee
continue
to gather
information on the use of larvicides
and adulticides and how to monitor
the environmental impact of their

use.
No human cases of West Nile
Virus have been reported in Maine.
In a 2002 WNV update, Roger Nasci
of the CDC said that as of June 11,
no human cases had been reported
this year in the U.S. A total of 41
crows and 18 other birds with WNV
infection had been reported in
2002
from
10 states,
with
Massachusetts
being the most
northerly location.
If (more likely when, as it is
known to overwinter) the virus
shows up in Maine this summer, the
Working Group will handle each
case individually. "Each situation
will be discussed by the Working
Group, talcing into consideration
variables like the time of the year;
the population density, the population at risk and locations of the
events," says the report.
Patrice
Farrey,
Executive
Director of the Maine Lobstermen's
Association, who has attended nearly all meetings of the West Nile
Working Group, says of the report,
"Even though there could be the
potential for spraying, I was very
glad to hear the WNV group come
out and say they do not recommend
spraying." She felt the group's public
education program has taken a big
step forward over last year, and recognizes that members of the group
continue "to struggle to understand
the pesticide issue and its environmental implications." V

TO:

TOWN COUNCIL MEMBERS

FROM:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CLERK

RE:

WORKSHOP RE: HUNTING ON TOWN FOREST PROPERTY

Councilor Moriarty has requested information relative to hunting types and
seasons, etc. You will find attached a copy of the most recent (2001) Hunting and
Trapping Laws for Maine, general information I culled from the IFW website, and
5 pages of conespondence from the Police Chief.

I
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2001 HUNTING SEASONS
(All dates are inclusive except that hunting is prohibited on Sunday)
DEER
Expanded Archery (Limited area/special license)
Special Archery (Statewide)
Firearms (allows use of bow and arrow, firearms or muzzleloaders)
Maine residents only
All Hunters
Muzzleloader (Statewide - All WMDs)
ExtendedMuzzleloader-WMDs
12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18,
20,21,22,23,24,25,26,30
BEAR
MOOSE - by permit only. Moose I ,otlcn· In formation - WMDs 1,2,3,5,6, 11, 19
WMDs 1-14,18,19,28,29
TURKEY - by permit only. Turkey Lotterv Information
*Framework only. Season may be split - to be determined in the fall.
RABBIT (Cottontail & Snowshoe Hare)
Season on Island of Vinalhaven
GRAY SQUIRREL
WOODCHUCK, RED SQUIRREL & PORCUPINE'
PHEASANT*, RUFFED GROUSE (Partridge), BOBWHITE QUAIL
* In York and Cumberland Counties, a permit is required to hunt or possess
pheasant.
SPRUCE GROUSE
CROW (Split Season)
RACCOON
SKUNK, OPOSSUM
FOX
BOBCAT
LYNX
COYOTE

Sept. 8 - Dec. 8
Sept. 27 - Oct. 26
Oct. 27
Oct. 29 - Nov. 24
Nov. 26 - Dec. 1
Dec. 3 - Dec. 8

Click Herc
Sept. 24 - 29
Oct. 8 - 13
May 1 - May 31 *
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Jan.
Oct.

I - Mar.
1 - Feb.
1 - Dec.
1 - Dec.
1 - Dec.

31
28
31
31
31

NO OPEN
SEASON
Mar. 14 - Apr. 30
& July16-Sept.29
Oct. 1 - Dec. 31
Oct. 15 - Dec. 31
Oct. 15 - Feb. 28
Dec. 1 - Jan. 31
NO OPEN
SEASON
Jan. 1 - Dec. 31

Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife - 2001 Hunting and Trapping Regulat...
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CLOSED AND SPECIAL REGULATION AREAS
2. _Gray Squirrels. It is unlawful to hunt gray squirrels on any land which is dedicated as a public or
private park or on any land located within the limits of the compact or built-up portion of any city or
town.

11. Shooting within 100 yards of dwelling. It is unlawful to discharge a firearm within 100 yards of a
residential dwelling without permission from the owner or occupant.
12. Firearms on school property. Possession of a firearm on public school property or discharging
one within 500 feet of school property ,except as used in supervised educational programs or by law
enforcement officials, is a violation of Title 20-A

IT IS ILLEGAL TO:
• Discharge a firearm within I 00 yards of a residential dwelling without permission of the owner
or occupant.
• Possess firearms on public school property or discharge a firearm within 500 feet of school
property.
_
• Possess a firearm in a motor vehicle on Sunday on a'n unpaved road in an unorganized township
unless the firearm is wrapped, in a case, or in at least two separate pieces so that it cannot be
fired unless pieces are put together.

PUBLIC RESERVED LANDS
Firearms - Loaded firearms are not permitted in campsites, on marked hiking trails, or at boat
launching sites and picnic sites and shall not be discharged within 300 feet of such areas.

STATE PARKS AND HISTORIC SITES
4. The_dischar?ing of any :ve_aponsfrom or within 300' of any trail, picnic area, camping area,
campsite, parkmg area, bmldmg, boat launching site or other developed area is prohibited. Loaded
weaP-ons are not allowed on the treadwa of any trail P-Osted"Closed to huntin~
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Posting of Land (17-A MRSA, §402): Posting may be clone in one of the following four ways:
1. Use of signs placed no further than 100 feet apart that deny access for a particular activity or for all
activities.
2. Paint system utilizing two silver horizontal paint marks placed on trees, rocks, fence posts or other
objects now mean access by permission only. (These objects must be placed no further apart than 100
feet.)
3. Landowners may post their land in a manner reasonably likely to come to the attention of the
intruder.
4. Landowners may verbally or in writing convey to others to stay off their property.

BUNTING/TRAPPING

ON PRIVATE PROPERTY

Other provisions of posting.
1. Signs or paint markings must be at all vehicular access entrances from a public way.
2. It is unlawfo.! to post the land of another and to remove, destroy, mutilate or deface any signs or
paint marks.
' •
3. Trespass by a motor vehicle is a violation of the trespass law.

POSTING AND HUNTING ON TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
•

The town CAN NOT pass any ordinance that regulates hunting and fishing.

•

The town CAN post town owned property to restrict any or all activities, or allow
certain activities at certain times.

•

The town can post by signs at no more than I 00-foot intervals and at all vehicular
access entries from any public road.

•

Painting two horizontal lines a minimum of two inches high and at least eight inches
long can substitute for signs. The paint must be silver or aluminum in color and be
painted within an area three feet to six feet above ground level.

•

A landowner who posts that landowners land by paint markings and who intends to
prohibit access without permission of the landovmer or the landowner's agent or
intends to prohibit access for a particular purpose may do this by posti12gin a
prominent place one or more qualifying signs that by words or symbols set forth the
nature of the prohibition. The landowner need not post the qualifying signs at 100foot intervals.

•

Title 20-A section 6552; A person may not possess a firearm on public school
property or discharge a firearm within 500 feet of school property.

•

A person may not discharge a firearm within 100 yards of a dwelling without the
permission of the owner.
-

•

Title 36 Subsection 1106-A, 3-C states: Public access open space is an area of open
space land, whether ordinary, permanently protected or forever wild, that is eligible
for an additional cumulative percentage reduction in valuation because public access
is by reasonable means and the applicant agrees to refrain from taking action to
discourage or prohibit daytime, nonmotorized and nondestructive public use. The
applicant may permit, but is not obligated to permit as a condition of qualification for
public access status, hunting, snowmobiling, overnight use or other more intensive
outdoor recreational uses. The applicant, without disqualifying land from status as
public access open space, may impose temporary or localized public access
restrictions to:

( 1)
(2)
(3)

Protect active habitat of endangered species listed under Title 12, chapter 713,
subchapter V:
Prevent destruction or harm to fragile protected natural resources under Title 38,
chapter 3, subchapter I, article 5-A; or
Protect the recreational user from any hazardous area.
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A. Fishing rules as set forth in the 1986 Open Water Fishing Regulations folder
and the 1986 Ice f1shlnz RiiguJalionsfolder, u pmited acid distributed to the
public, are declared to be official consolidations ofilshing rules. Each subse.·' .quenibiennial revis.io'nof these publications shall,' upon filillg
w:ith the.

: ·-·

___

: · ', ..:,_..
Secre~ of Staie,coiuu~·-aA offic~alcons6lidation'luprinted.--~· .·
. ~-.,.~::·-·::·...
,. ;··:- ·-·• :,.......
:·.·:···
........ :·..- ....- .;,••.
..,:··~-. ·... :: .
.
,

;

,

•'

. ·B. A IIiunidpality"or political subdivision ofttie Stine may not enact any ordin~
· .. · ance, law
rule.regulating the huntirig,"trapping fishing for any species
of fish or wildlife; the operation, registration ot nwnbering ofwa:terciaft or
snowmobiles~ or any other subject matter of chapter 715, subchapters I and
- IL· For-pwposes of this paragnph,~cept as provided 1nsub-paragraphs (3)
· ·· ·· · •anii (4 ); the regulation of fislting includes the regulation ofice fishing shacks.
· . :.· N:~~~~- in this p~gra~~ may ~ constn.Jed to prohibit the following:

or

or

(1) The enactment of any ordinance generally regulating the discharge of
firearms :in a municipality or any part of a municipality;
.• I

(2) The adoption of roles authorizc!d in section 7792;

(3) The enactment of any ordinance regulating ice fishing shacks on sources
of public water supply as provided under Title 22, § 2642; or
(4) The enactment of any oroinance regulating ice fishing shacks oo coastal
waters as denned in§ 6001, sub-§6.
2. · Filitig of iv.Jes. The commissioner may file certified copies of alJ roles
promulgated by him and any and all amendments thereto with the clerks of the District
Court and Superior Court. These certified copies shall be considered officfal publications of the State for all purposes, including, but not limited to, the Maine Rules of Civil
Procedure, Rule 44(a)(l) and the Maine Rules of Evidence, Rule 902 (5), and judicial
notice shall be taken accordingly. A facsimile of the signature of the commissioner
imprinted by or at his discretion upon any such certificate of ttue copy shall have the
same validity as his written signature.

3. Destruction of rl.Shor wildlife. Whenever the cornmi:;sjoncrdeteouines it
necessary for theacco!'Ilplishmentof thecommissioner's
statutory duties, Lhecommissioner may issuepeimirsauthorizing personsto assistthecommissioner
in the takinoMd destruction of any wildlife. Pursuant to section 7013, subsection 7,A, the
commissioner shall maintain
a coyote control program as £?nows.

A. The commissioner may employ qualified persons to serve as agents of the
department for purposes of coyote control. These agents Ifil!.S!be trained by
the department in anim.tl damage control techniques and m.u.s.t
be utilized by
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vua11te
officialbackshuntingat Pratt'sBrook
Joe Appel
RMOUTii - The struggle 10 define
l'l
is, cplablc uses of Prau's Brook Park
CLtinucd last week, as a state expert in
!er/landownerrelationssaid that huut~ and non-hunting activities can co-exlSl

n the 220-actepark.

cil decision, after many of the growing
number of non-hunters who use the park
said there is not enough space far enough
away from hiking trails to ensure that
hunters could shootat their prey without

endangeringotherhumans.
FPBP has held two forums so far relat-

~ !ate Department of Inland Fisheries ing t.o hunting. with plans to hold more

8! Wildlife Landowner.Relations Pro~

n Director Sgt. David Pcppar<ltold
1Udienceof roughly 40
pie

:11

the

Harrison

tile School. most of them
ers, lhat ·"Maine has a
: tradition of sharing
he added, "that's

1t,

ging. And the biggest
m for the change is a
ige in ownership."

before the April deadline,
Experts at both forums have said that

"I'd recommendthat you not rush
into any decision that would
change the use of the park.'' .David Peppard, Department of
Inland Fisheriesand Wildlife

~

m<l said that whereas a·
::::ile of decades ago 500- and 1,000'3 farms we.rethe norm for land own3 p in lhc state, such parcel! arc being
00 ivided and the number of [aodownI increasing. This complicales issues
~ ldlife management and Iand access,
u. i<l,and puts more pressure on pubf;! tds,

S tt's

Brook Park sirs in the north-

it would be unwise to make the temporal)' ban permanent. The growing deer
population has been a particularconcern,
for the Lyme ticks they carry, the damage they cause to homes and the upswing
in car/deer acci<lentsin recent years.
"l'd recommend," Peppard said, .. that
you not rush into any decision 1hatwould

change the u,e of the park." Instead, he

2: ·ncon~r of town. A temporaryhunt- recommendedsubmitting"specificprob1oratorium was approved by the
council last fall and extends to April
this year, by which time FPBP ls

,e made a recommendationto the
ii on a permanent policy for man-: wikiiifoin the park.
r')
•
_. temporary moratonumwas supt by FPBP at the lime of the coun1""\J

If)

lems, documented probtems" caused by
hunters in the park.
Peppard indicated a wjllingness.on the
· part of his department to work with the.
town to tailor existing 5tate regulations
10 Pratt's Brook Park's particular needs.
Notingthat the park's extensive trail system leaves few large un-populated nreas

ISl
ISl
(\J

,Dl~~ ~~t~~;9]

I

co
CS)

I

'

5
..,

SIX

·within its environs, he .suggestedposting

some trails closed to hunting while leaving others open.
"lf we have ·10 develop specific signs
for issues •patticu[ar to Pratt's ·Brook
Park,"Peppardsaid, "we will work with
you on \hat."
Peppard direc1ed o!her comments loward issue.s of how far from tlwe!lings
people must be before dcscharginga fire-.
:um, the obligationof hunters to ask landowners before using their property, and
opportunities for expandiog seasons for
bow l1untingor game other than deer.
"It's a shame more people who are opposed to huntlag haven't attendedthese
rnectings."
said FPBP member Joy
Ahrens, "bccnuse it's been a real education for us on the Friends of Prntt's
Brook."
Steve Grant, a hunter who claimed lo
have hunted in the park·upro!>ably
more
than anyone else here," said the_temporary ban has hcfpcd hunters let others
know what the activity actually clllails.
"If thi·smoratorium is going to give us
a chance lo educate oon-huntc~ about
hunting and about how we can all work
together," he said, "then this moratorium
is the best thing that ever happened to
Pratt's Brook Park,as far as J'm concerned."
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Samuic:1·sJr. photo

Friends of Pratt's Brook Park memher
Joy 1tlmms makes a point diu-i11g
the
commirtre'J recelllforum 011lwmerl
la11d0%w:r
rdations at Harrison Middli!
School rnYarmo11rlz.
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Yarmouth hunting decision has solid
process behind it
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Like many towns in southern Maine, Y arrnouth's rapid growth and
changing population have made hunting a controversial sport. Unlike
many communities, however, Yarmouth has chosen a dehberate and
informative decision-making process to guide its actions.
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1be battleground is Pratt's Brook Park., a 250~acre wood just 15
minutes from downtown Portland. Sportsmen COtl.$lderthe public
park prime hunting territory. Hikers, cyclists and other
recreationalists have also discovered its beauty, and argue that
hunting presents serious dangers to their outdoor pastimes. Nearby
homeowners are also worried about the risks.
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A town committee assigned the job of sorting out the park's future
bas held workshops on the topic, invited experts to meet with them
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The Y annouth Town Council appears ready to permit hunting in
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and been receptive to public comment. Now> as a moratorium on
hunting nears its end, it's decision time.

Pratt's Brook Park only with shotguns and only in October,
November and May. The remaining nine months would be hunterfree.
The compromise seems fitting. Ifit iB adopted, however, the town
should monitor it with the same diligence used in arriving at the
decision. In particular, we hope officials keep a close eye on
interactions between hunters and non-hunters, and maintain r~ords
· of complaints. Town officials should play an important role in
mioiru1zing these complaints by posting the rules - and the park's
boundaries - clearly.
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The real responsibility for this plan's success, however, rests with the

http://www.portland.e-0m/viewpoints/editoria1s/020319yarmouth.
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changing. The~den is on them to continue proving ~ hunting is
compatible wjth other uses in a public forest.
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